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ACHERON DISCLAIMER:

Acheron is, at its core, a game about development through overcoming
trauma and conflict. This is reflected in some of our core rules (Merits/Flaws,
Die Hard, and Sanity). To make the world of Acheron feel like a real place,
where characters' experiences matter, we created Races, Cultures,
Organizations, and Events that reflect the diversity, awe, and sometimes
cruelty of our own world. However, none of these aspects of Acheron are real
though they may bear resemblance to real world peoples, groups, and
history. We wish to be extremely blatant in our statement that no group,
persons, race, faction, etc. is designed to be better than any other and we, as
developers, do not think any of them have a right to exist and flourish more
than any other does. We wish only to provide a sandbox where players can
have conflicts and resolutions that feel as if they have weight. Conflicts and
resolutions that, hopefully, players will never have to experience in the real
world. In no way do we advocate violence, discrimination, suppression, or
any other intolerance. Acheron is in many ways a world on the brink of
falling apart. It is our hope that the lesson players take away from
experiencing this world is that while making small steps for a better future
may be difficult, they’re worth it. We implore you to think about Acheron
as a mature game with mature themes and determine if it’s the right fit for
you. And, at the end of the day, we hope you have a lot of fun. 5
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All original characters and their respective likenesses are property of Dark World Studios,
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products of the author’s imagination or used in a fictitious manner. Any resemblance to
actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely coincidental.

Copyright © 2020 by Dark World Studios, LLC. All rights reserved.

ACHERON DISCLAIMER:

Acheron is, at its core, a game about development through overcoming trauma and conflict.
This is reflected in some of our core rules (Merits/Flaws, Die Hard, and Sanity). To make the
world of Acheron feel like a real place, where characters' experiences matter, we created
Races, Cultures, Organizations, and Events that reflect the diversity, awe, and sometimes
cruelty of our own world. However, none of these aspects of Acheron are real though they
may bear resemblance to real world peoples, groups, and history. We wish to be extremely
blatant in our statement that no group, persons, race, faction, etc. is designed to be better
than any other and we, as developers, do not think any of them have a right to exist and
flourish more than any other does. We wish only to provide a sandbox where players can
have conflicts and resolutions that feel as if they have weight. Conflicts and resolutions that,
hopefully, players will never have to experience in the real world. In no way do we
advocate violence, discrimination, suppression, or any other intolerance. Acheron is in many
ways a world on the brink of falling apart. It is our hope that the lesson players take away
from experiencing this world is that while making small steps for a better future may be
difficult, they’re worth it. We implore you to think about Acheron as a mature game with
mature themes and determine if it’s the right fit for you. And, at the end of the day, we
hope you have a lot of fun.
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A Day in the Life of Montgomery Lafayette
A Short Story by Jack Havoc

Back at the office watching the clock. Three in the afternoon. I dared the phone to ring while
I slid my notepad over and flicked it open. In an hours’ time Mr. Meyers would finish his
shift at the bank. He'd spend around ten minutes running over the clock, getting his coat,
changing out of his jacket, punching his card and saying goodbye to the pretty redhead
teller who's so far out of his league she's beyond the wall, but he knows that - he's just the
kind of guy that likes playing pretend. Besides, he's married and in love. In spite of how little
trust his wife has in him.

But even so, everyone wants to take the edge off from time to time. So, him and his buddies
swing on downtown to an opium joint and while away the sunlight, try and get halfway
sober, then march on home. Meyers would do this two or three times a week, but today's a
Friday. The rest of the week wasn't set in stone, but Friday was sacrosanct.

Chickenshit phone wouldn't ring. Wouldn't give me an excuse to call up Mrs. Meyers and
say I was done. I heard the sound of the clouds opening up again - a clattering of rain
bouncing off of my window. Did she want him to be cheating on her? I almost wish he
would hire me to follow her, just to see what she gets up to. Maybe she's bored of him, of the
little slice of domestic dream they've carved out for themselves. One thing that's become
clearer, case after case, is that it's very easy to grow tired of being contented.

Then the phone rang, and I dropped my cigarette onto my lap. I scrambled for it, patting the
ash away from my thigh while tossing it into the ashtray and grappling the phone like it
was a bottle of bourbon on a desert island.

“Red Sparrow Investigations, this is Lafayette.” I didn't do a very good job of hiding the
desperation.

'Monty, it's Deb.' Oh shit. I felt a stirring in the pit of my stomach, a tightening in my chest
and I began salivating. Deb. There's no man, woman, God or substitute in this world that I
loved or lusted for more than Deb. She was everything I ever wanted and more.

“Deb. Now how can I help the National Republic House?” Deb was a fully instated Federal
Agent, and my envy was the stuff of legends. She'd feed me table scraps from time to time,
and I would devour them like the finest cuisine.

“We've got a warm one for you. We raided a warehouse” - Shit, I wish that were me –
“down in the Womb. New cult formed up, and it's your favorite.”

That meant Eldritch. She was handing me a case related to an Eldritch cult. My shoulders
tightened. This wasn't just a Government case; this was my turf. I felt my teeth start to itch.
Excitement mingling with the gravity of it. I gulped. “Alright. What've you got for me?”

“Not got any jokes to make? Good. We questioned the ones we detained. Before biting out his
tongue, one of them mentioned an 'Irwin Celine', no exact details on what the relation was.
Lives in your district, working as a bartender. Might be nothing, might be something. We
want you to tail them, determine if they're tied into the cult and report back so that we can
make the arrest.”
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“Well, you know my usual rate, plus all the usuals.” These people respected professionalism.
Deb likes me, for whatever reason, but I need her to want me like I want her. Deeply.
Madly. Professionally. “What can you tell me about the cult itself?” I began jotting down
notes.

“There were twelve of them in total. The usual type. Dispossessed, uneducated, wannabe
Mancers. The leader was a Leech. They had a hymn, but no Agent was able to transcribe
much of what we heard before we opened fire. Looked like they were trying to pull back
the veil and let something in.”

Pain. A flash migraine, here and gone in the span of a sentence. That terrible night, so long
ago, so far away, but the charred memories weren't leaving me anytime soon. Life was
good now. I'd sculpted a little paradise around the scar tissue, but it was still there. The thing
that shouldn't be, without a name or shape, had shattered the man I once was, and the
jigsaw I had put back together with the doctors and psychologists was a close enough
approximation. Stories like mine made the papers, but stories of madness end up acting like
lifestyle tips for the already mad.

“Monty? You alright?”

“Peachy. Where do they work?”

///

I bit my cheek and steadied my breath, following the trail of footprints through a few
barren rooms.

Voices. One raised, nearly yelling, the other lower, calmer. I bent over, skulking as I crept
through a doorway into the warehouse proper. The smell hit me first - a sweet aroma, and
damp linen. I leaned around a support column and saw that the racks of storage had been
draped in cloth. Bedsheets and blankets, all pure white, but darkened by moisture. Some
hung high above, creating pallid, sodden towers, joined together by pale walls. The floors,
too, were concealed by sheets, but with a dusting of sugar granules thrown about them. I
trod careful, tapping the ground gently with the toe of my boot before planting it fully as I
approached the source of the voices.

“What happened to him? What the fuck did you do?” It was Irwin. Angry.

“He perished for the cause, Mister Celine. A tragedy.” It was... someone else. A voice like an
empty well.

“The cause? Your cause was supposed to help him, not get him killed by the Government!
You said things would get better!” Irwin was pacing. I was close by, concealed around a
corner. Couldn't get a better look without risking one of them spotting me.

“His passing was a blessing, Mister Celine,” I heard a footstep. Irwin stopped. “For we are
what is left, and you are of his blood. The rite may yet be finished.” The grip on my gun
imprinted itself into my palm.

“You think I give a shit about your bullshit rite? You said you could fix him. You said you
could stop his nightmares. Fuck, Danny...” He breathed through his teeth, but he stood still.
“You son of a bitch. This is all your fault! You sent him to die there!”

9



The other figure took another step. “Let go of the pain of loss. For the succor of seeing his
work done will bring you joy without measure.” A step. “Kneel, Mister Celine.”

I heard the start of a sentence snuffed out, choked and diminished. The saccharine air turned
to ice. I tilted and risked a glance around the corner. The figure standing above Irwin was
naked, with skin like the marbled fat lining bacon, streaked with crackles of pink and blue.
Not a hair. He held a curved blade to Irwin's forehead, the tip pressing in. Drawing blood. I
was a statue. My heart was a useless brick in my chest cavity, refusing to move in the face
of this madness.

“Wiruem iracce, allioppe voar laelanaram...” The words he spoke were symbols. Glyphs of
sound, runes that carve into the drum of the ear. I knew not what the words were, their
origin or their intent, but each syllable struck me and I thought in shapes, a muddled mess of
traversing, winding riddles coiling and writhing, syllable into stanza, word into wound. My
lips quaked, quivered, then moved without my order - forming what lied beneath the din of
prose into my own feeble tongue.

“Lost Gods yearning look t'wards our stars,
Reach, clasp, for their homes afar,
Then twist, and gnash, their teeth to gnaw,
upon the bones of our mortal law.”

I pulled the trigger until my wrist ached and my throat went hoarse.
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Vocabulary
Archivist - The Archivist (Game Master/Dungeon Master/Keeper/Storyteller) is the person
in charge of facilitating the adventure for the players.

Dice Rolls (#d#) - Dice rolls are determined by the number of dice (#d#), and the type of
dice (#d#). For instance, a revolver may do 2d6 damage, so you would roll 2 (#d) d6 (d#)
dice.

Difficulty Class (DC) - A Difficulty Class (DC) is the measurement of how hard an obstacle
is to overcome. When rolling Skills, Sanity, Saving Throws, etc. There is a DC associated
with that action which must be met to achieve it in the way that a character intends. If a
character misses a DC, they will still attempt the action, but often with a different outcome.
How different is up to the Archivist.

Character Points (CP) - These points are how characters increase Attribute Scores, purchase
Abilities and Merits, and generally progress throughout a campaign.

Attribute Score - These are the core statistics that characters are built from. They influence
rolls that will be made while playing Acheron, sometimes slightly and other times
significantly.
● Strength (Str) - Raw physical aptitude, imposition on the world
● Dexterity (Dex) - Coordination, reflexes, and general agility
● Constitution (Con) - Endurance, resilience, and general health
● Intelligence (Int) - Knowledge, deductive reasoning, and memory
● Wisdom (Wis) - Perception, insight, and common sense
● Charisma (Cha) - leadership, persuasiveness, and empathy

Primary Attribute Score - This Attribute Score is the one which a character identifies with
and/or concentrates on the most. It is used to determine preferred access to certain Abilities
and determines how many Skill Ranks a character receives per level. This does not have to
be the highest Attribute Score; it is selected by the player.

Secondary Attribute Score - This Attribute Score is one which a character identified with
and/or concentrates on second most. It is used to determine preferred access to certain
Abilities and determines how many Skill Ranks a character receives per level.

Attribute Score Caps - Often referred to simply as “Caps” these are the maximum Attribute
Scores that certain Races/Pedigrees can obtain.

Modifiers - Modifiers are anything that modifies an ability, skill, etc. Generally, a modifier
“Mod” refers to an added bonus to rolls determined by a character’s Attribute Score.

Trained Skills - These are the skills a character has been trained in. Each character starts
with 9 Trained skills they can put Skill Ranks into. The number of Trained skills a character
has may increase or decrease based on certain Merits, Flaws, and/or Abilities.

Skill Ranks - 1 rank in a primary skill equals a +1 when you roll that skill. 2 ranks if a non-
primary skill equals +1 when you roll that skill.

Merits - Merits are powerful modifiers to a character. They will generally be somewhat
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players will build their characters around their Merits or use Merits to supplement key
aspects of their character. A character can take at most nine points of merits.

Flaws - Flaws are powerful modifiers to a character, just like Merits, except negative.
Characters receive extra CP for taking flaws. The more CP a Flaw gives the more game
changing it is. Players will generally change their play style based on their character’s
Flaws. A character can buy at most nine points of flaws but may acquire additional flaws
beyond this through the Sanity and Die-Hard systems.

Abilities – Abilities are specific things a character has learned to do
over time. These are not innate, unlike Attribute Scores and Merits/
Flaws. It is common for many people to share some Abilities.

Race - Your race (Human, Darkleecher, or Soulmender) determines
much of a character's background, and characteristics, opening
some doors while closing others.

Humans - Humans are the most common Race in Acheron,
they make up ~50-60% of the population when all Pedigrees
are included.

Darkleecher - The second most common Race in Acheron,
they make up ~25-30% of the population when all four
Pedigrees are included.

Soulmenders - While technically of either Human or
Darkleecher origin, when counted as a race all their own
Soulmenders make up ~10-20% of the total population of
Acheron.

Pedigree - A genealogical distinction within a race which
has resulted from extensive deviation from the “norm” for
generations.

Sanity - Sanity is a measure of a character's ability to
take and adjust to adverse mental stress. There are
three types of Sanity DCs and therefore three
classifications of Sanity (Violence, Morality, and
Supernatural).
● Violence (V) - Anything that is a violent action,
either direct or indirect. Such as murder, torture, or mutilation of
bodies.
● Morality (M) - Anything that is a morally questionable
action. Such as kidnapping, robbing the poor, or gaslighting
children.
● Supernatural (S) - Anything to do with the supernatural
world. Such as seeing a ghost, being attacked by a Demon, or
partaking in a magical ritual.

Note: See the rules section for additional details about Sanity.
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Evasion (EVA) - A character's ability to dodge, deflect, and generally avoid damage. Any
attack must meet or exceed a character's EVA to hit them.

Hit Die - Hit die are the type of dice (a d6 for most Humans and Darkleechers) which
determine a character’s starting base health and how much health/Attribute Score damage
they can recover when resting.

Recovery Roll – During a Long Rest you make a recovery roll. This means you roll your hit
die (generally 1d6) and recover that many hit points up to your maximum HP.

Short Rest - A short rest is an uninterrupted period of ~2 hours a character uses to recoup.

Long Rest - A long rest is an uninterrupted period of ~8 hours a character uses to recoup.

Player Character (PC) - A player character is a character who is being controlled by a
player.

Non-Player Character (NPC) - A character who is being controlled by the Archivist.
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Character Creation
Character Sheets and Pre-made characters are available for download on

our website (Darkworldstudios.net).

At character creation you receive a total of 6 Character Points (CP) to spend. These
points can be spent on Merits and Abilities. CP can also be used to increase your Attribute
Scores up to their cap. Each CP spent in this way raises your Attribute Score by 1. Taking
Flaws will allow you to gain more CP. Characters are limited to choosing a total of nine
Merits and nine Flaws.

Step 1. Choose Your Race and Pedigree: Pick your race and pedigree, and take note of
modifiers, natural Attribute Score caps, and racial Merits and Flaws. There are three basic
races to choose from: Humans, Darkleechers, and Soulmenders. Each race has its own
advantages and disadvantages, as well as pedigree. Choose wisely.

Note: Soulmenders are not included in this Beta, but will be in a future update.

Step 2. Determine Attribute Scores: Begin by generating your Attribute Scores. These six
scores (Strength, Dexterity, Constitution, Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma) determine
your most basic attributes and are used to decide a wide variety of details and statistics
about yourself. There are three ways you can determine your Attribute Scores. Which one
you use will be determined by your Archivist.
� Base Attribute Scores: You have the following Attribute Scores to distribute as you
wish. 16, 14, 13, 12, 11, and 9.

Note: This way of determining Attribute Scores makes sure all players have
some diversity but start at the exact same bar. The fairest way of determining
Attribute Scores. Suggested for beginner to intermediate players.
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� Rolling: Roll 4d6, add the three highest numbers, and exclude the lowest numbered
die. Do this six times then distribute the scores to the desired abilities. You have a single re-
roll you may use (bringing the total number of rolls to 7).

Note: This way of determining Attribute Scores gives the largest diversity
between players and is suggested for intermediate to advanced players.

� Point Buy: You have a total of 75 points to distribute however you wish into all six
Attribute Scores.

Note: This way of determining Attribute Scores is fair while allowing players
to craft their optimal character. Suggested for intermediate to advanced
players.

Step 3. Select Your Primary and Secondary Attribute Scores: Choose a Primary and
Secondary Attribute Score. This will affect the costs of certain Abilities, as well as the
number of Skill Ranks you gain each level. For example, a professor may have a Primary
Score of Intelligence and a Secondary Score of Dexterity, while a soldier may have a
Primary Score of Strength and Secondary score of Charisma.

Note: Your Primary and Secondary scores do not have to be your two highest scores.

Step 4. Choose Your Merits and Flaws: You start with 6 total Character Points (CP) which
can be spent on everything, including Merits. You can also take Flaws to gain additional CP.
You can have a maximum of 9 CP in Merits at character creation. You may also only gain
a maximum of 9 additional CP from Flaws at character creation.

Step 5. Choose Your Trained Skills: You start with 9
. Each skill rank invested in your Trained skills grants a +1 bonus. You can invest skill ranks
in non-Trained skills, but you only gain a +1 bonus for every 2 skill ranks spent. You can
invest as many ranks into a skill as your Attribute Score relating to that skill (e.g. if your
Dexterity is 16 you can only put a max of 16 ranks in acrobatics).

To determine your ranks per level, use the chart below, adding the skill ranks per
level of your Primary and Secondary Attribute Score together:

Note: You can gain additional Trained skills by spending 4 skill points to “train” a non-
primary skill making it a Primary skill.

Step 6. Pick your starting abilities: Purchase your abilities from the ability list. After you do
so, determine your Evasion, HP, etc.

Evasion = 10 + Dexterity Modifier
Base HP = Hit die (e.g. 1d6 = 6) + Constitution Modifier

Step 7. Choose your languages: Depending on your Race and Pedigree you will be able to
choose what languages you speak. You must spend 4 skill ranks to learn an additional
language.

Attribute
Score

Strength Dexterity Constitution Intelligence Wisdom Charisma

Skill Ranks 3 3 2 4 3 3

15



Step 8. Determine your Sanity Score and DC’s: Your maximum Sanity is 5 x your Wisdom
Attribute Score. When you partake in stressful and/or supernatural events you can begin to
lose your mind. At character creation you can pick what you are naturally strong (DC 7),
standard (DC 10), and weak (DC 13) against when it comes to making sanity saves. The
categories for sanity saves are Violence (V), Morality (M), and Supernatural (S). This is to
illustrate how your mind has adapted to the world around you. You gain no bonus when
rolling a sanity save. You make an unmodified d20 roll against the source of your stress and
if you roll over your save, you take no sanity damage.

For example, if Eliza has seen a lot of violence as a police officer, she may have a
strong (DC 7) mind against violent acts. If she sees someone get shot on the job, she must roll
above a 7 or Eliza will lose some of her Sanity. For more information on losing and
recovering Sanity, see the Sanity rules section.

Step 9. Choose your Background: All characters start with a Background, whether it be as a
blue-collar worker or CEO of an industrial company. See the Background section for details.

Additional Steps: Equip yourself, define your connections to other Player Characters (PCs)
and Non-Player Characters (NPCs), invent a backstory, and define any beliefs/philosophies
you have.

Suggested Content Discussion: It is suggested that the Archivist and Players (privately or as
a group) discuss any content they may be uncomfortable dealing with during a game
session.

Leveling up
Every level you gain 3 Character Points (CP) that can be put toward anything (if

you meet the perquisites) to better yourself. You may spend 1 CP to gain 1 additional
Attribute Score (e.g. bring your Strength from an 11 to a 12), buy Abilities, and buy Merits.

Unlike other games, Acheron has a philosophy of simplified realism at its heart. For
this reason, you do not gain health as you level. The world is dangerous, and you must
prepare for the horrors it sends your way. However, if you want a more relaxed experience,
see optional rules for ways to make the game friendlier.

Note: Optional Rules will be included in a future Beta.

Pedigrees of Humans
Humans are the native species of Acheron; they have forged civilization after

civilization within The Wall. In the rural Districts, Humans of the modern era are rooted in
superstition and tradition, while those in the Central Districts have, in many cases, lost all
belief in the Supernatural. Currently, a movement centered on scientific discovery and logical
thought has become prevalent. The rituals of the past and scientific logic of the future are at
odds. Humans live in an ever-changing world, with new and unknown horrors yet to be
discovered. Isolation, socio-economic class divides, and a variety of mutations caused by The
Wall have created a great number of racial and cultural pedigrees which comprise Humans
as a whole. Even though Human curiosity has led to calamity in the past, they still push
forward into the unknown with fervor.
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Basic Human
Nicknames: Riffraff, Normies, Chattel, Sheep

The average Human is just trying to live the best life they
can in an often soul-crushing world. Weeks, months, years go by
as they attend their job every weekday, go to church, start a
family, and keep their heads down. However, there are those
that live to break the mold and spark more life in the world,
even if they burn out quickly. A large degree of difference in
the already wildly diverse general citizenry of Acheron can
also be seen geographically. Most humans living in the major
cities do not deal with or believe in the supernatural world,
while those in the fringe Districts near The Wall are more
likely to partake in mysticism. These differences in belief, in
philosophy, and even in Local Government structure are
seized upon by Humans to show themselves they’re not all
the same, even though the Central Government won’t let
anyone stray too far from the path they’ve paved.

Racial Attribute Score Caps: Str: 18, Dex: 18, Con: 18, Int: 18,
Wis: 18, Cha: 18
Base Movement: 30ft
Hit die: 1d6
Starting Hit Points: 6 + Con Mod

Merits
(-) Privileged: Gain an additional (CP) for use at character
creation.
(-1) Adopted: Buy one other merit (at full cost) from one of
the other human Pedigrees.
(-1) City Born: You gain 2 of the following skills as primary
skills with 1 rank: Drive, Deception, Knowledge (Streetwise),
Perform, Sneak. Cannot take Country Born.
(-1) Country Born: You gain 2 of the following skills as
primary skills with 1 rank: Athletics, Craft, Endurance,
Knowledge (Local), Primal Empathy. Cannot take City Born.
(-1) Still Born: Mancer senses cannot detect you. Mancer
abilities can still affect you.
(-2) Jack of All Trades: You gain 1 additional skill rank per
level.
(-2) Head-Start: You gain one fewer skill ranks per level, but
gain +2 HP, 11 base EVA, and +5 to your sanity cap.

Flaws
(-) Wounds of Race War: You gain no bonus on Charisma checks when dealing with
Darkleechers socially.
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The War Born
Nicknames: Nomads, Ferals, Mercs, Blue-eyed Devils, Green-eyed Devils

A long forgotten tribal people in the North-West, the War Born have been rounded
up and forced to live in the Mountains as a single nation. Historically they used to breed
men and women to be great warriors, a tradition that, with their nomadic lifestyle, has led
to a robust people. Physically War Born are extremely fit, being of tall stature and lean
build. Integration and re-education have not completely taken
these warrior tribes' identities, traditions, and focus on physical
prowess. War Born express their heritage through blue, green,
and black tattoos in fractal designs. Tribal identity is expressed
through colorful armbands and sashes which are given to
children at the age of three. Ranging from olive skinned to near
ebony, their work under the sun makes most War Born
bronzed or darker by their teens. Typically, men and women
keep their red or blonde hair long and pristine in
accordance with old traditions. In modern day they work
as field hands and wear clothing for the job at hand.

War is ingrained into every facet of War Born
society; from dance and storytelling to education
and play. Even though they haven’t seen war in
ages their bodies, and more importantly minds, are
still prepared for battle. While they lost nearly all their
oral traditions, the ancient myths that all War Born know
and share bind them together. Relocation and re-education
have created a culture that lacks the violence and
superiority of ancient War Born tribes but retains the
survivalist edge of their nomadic origins. Tribal infighting
still occurs as it did in olden days but is now quickly
quashed. Their words “Fly True” tell the tale of
individualism rising among the War Born but still they are
bound by tradition.

In modern times, War Born usually form small
ghettos in which they try to preserve their way of life.
Those who embrace their warrior heritage are often seen
working as mercenaries, bodyguards, and hired muscle.
Though they’ve been resistant, the War Born culture is
slowly dying. However, with the ban on studying their
own history lifted, many old War Born have hope for the
younger generation. They must fight to keep their culture
and people alive, before they too are forgotten, just like their
homeland.
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Racial Attribute Score Caps: Str: 20, Dex: 20, Con: 20, Int: 16, Wis: 18, Cha:16
Base Movement: 30ft
Hit die: 1d8
Starting Hit Points: 8 + Con Mod

Merits
(-) Military Training: Gain a weapon proficiency and weapon focus for any weapon of
your choice.
(-1) War Never Changes: You may re-roll one violence based sanity saving throw per day.
(-2) Hardened Body, Hardened Mind: Gain a +1 to all Constitution and Wisdom based
saving throws.
(-2) Rage Of the Storm: Three times per long rest you can tap into your primal rage and
your ancestors wisdom. You can use this ability to re-roll any failed hit roll or skill check
while in combat.
(-2) Bred to Lead: You were taken away as a child to be educated by the Government. You
have grown up in that system and have been returned to your people as a Councillor,
designated to lead your people and teach them the new ways of the world. Your natural
caps change to Str: 18, Dex: 18, Con: 20, Int: 18, Wis: 18, Cha: 18.

Flaw
(-) Won't Back Down: If you flee a combat you must make a morality sanity save. If you
fail, take 1d6 sanity damage.

Darkleechers
“We came to this world without knowledge of who we were, where we were, or where we
came from. I remember waking up on the beach to the sounds of screaming and shouting. I
opened my eyes and saw my brothers and sisters being slaughtered. The only thing I knew

of this world was that it was unkind and full of monsters.”
-Theodore G. Freemen

Nicknames: Remora, Leechers, Wavers

Darkleechers appeared shortly after The Breach; hundreds of thousands washed up
upon the shores without any memory of where they had come from or who they were. In
many places the Human population was split on the issue of what to do with them, yet
everywhere many chose to treat them as a pest to be eradicated. There were riots in the
streets, mass lynchings, inhumane experiments by science cults, and a wave of mass hysteria.
They have a deep connection to the supernatural, the ability to sense otherworldly forces,
and to control them with relative ease.

Spirit Darkleechers
Nicknames: 3rd Wavers, Tree Huggers, Moon Dancers, Wolf bloods

Spirit Darkleechers’ minds and souls are tied to the spirit world. They have natural
traits related to animals, plants, and spiritual entities. Socially, they can be isolationist or
extremely social depending on which aspects of nature they exhibit. Spirit Darkleechers often
find themselves working on the fringes of society as hunters, trappers, guides, and foresters.
However, if they are socially inclined, they will integrate into any position where they feel
welcome and at home. This makes many Spirit Darkleechers great hosts or hostesses in many
different capacities.
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Racial Attribute Score Caps: Str: 16, Dex: 18, Con: 16, Int:
20, Wis: 20, Cha: 20
Base Movement: 35ft
Hit die: 1d6
Starting Hit Points: 6 + Con Mod

Merits
(-) Sensitive: You have the uncanny ability to sense
things. (see magical merits)
(-1) Natural trait: Choose one of the following traits:
Cat eyes: You gain 60ft darkvision.
Enhanced ears: Your wisdom bonus is doubled when
using hearing-based checks.
Long tongue: You have a tongue with a 10 ft range
that can grapple and hook onto objects and enemies.
Enhanced smell: You gain the ability to pick up
scents like a wolf.
(-2) Creature of the Black Water: If you rest in a
body of water (e.g. a lake, a pond, a bathtub, or
your feet are submerged in a bucket of water) you
can commune with ghosts and spirits while you are
asleep. While in this state you can clearly hear the
ghosts and spirits nearby and talk to them just like
any corporeal creature. Ghost and Spirits may try
to possess you while you are in this state, and you
take a -3 on any save to resist them.
(-3) Beast Kin: Choose one of the following traits.
All traits have the “Transformation” mutation
ability, meaning they cannot be seen until
activated:
Hide of the Beast: Your skin is thicker and your
constitution stronger than your humanoid
brothers and sisters. You gain 2 magical DR
against Cold, Fire, and Electric damage types.

Blood of the Beast: Dark, thick blood runs through
your veins. You are immune to Poison and Bleed.

Wings of the Beast: Great wings of any natural kin
sprout from your back and spread proudly behind you. You

gain the ability to fly. Your fly speed is 60 ft.
Claws of the Beast: Sprout wicked claws from your fingers and toes that rend and
tear. Your unarmed attacks apply 1d4 stacks of magical Bleed to the target. This
bleed cannot be stopped by mundane means and effects Soulmenders.
Tongue of the Beast: You can speak with animals and understand them.
Heart of the Beast: Your heart is wild and will not be subdued. You may apply
Cleared Mind or Cleansed body to yourself at will as a bonus action twice per short
rest.

Flaws
(-) Curse of The Bloodline: You are vulnerable and allergic (2) to mercury.
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Demonic Darkleecher
Nicknames: 1st Wavers, Bull Heads, Hoofers, Sulfur Skins

Demonic Darkleechers are the largest and most physically fit of their
species. Among the various pedigrees, Demonic Darkleechers generally
look the most humanoid. Many Humans find their appearance
aesthetically pleasing. Demonic Darkleechers are very tight knit both
with other Darkleechers and with Humans who accept them. Of all
their cousins they work with Humans the most and often find
themselves working in factories, law offices, business, and any
other places Darkleecher and Human society heavily intersect.

Racial Attribute Score Caps: Str: 18, Dex: 18, Con: 18, Int: 18,
Wis: 18, Cha: 20
Base Movement: 35ft
Hit die: 1d8
Starting Hit Points: 8 + Con Mod

Merits
(-) Sensitive: You have the uncanny ability to
sense things. (see magical merits)
(-1) Blood of a Demon: Raise the cap to one of
your physical Attribute Scores by 2.
(-2) Ichor Blood: Your blood is poisonous, and
beasts prefer to stay away from you. If anyone
drinks your blood, they must make a successful DC 15
Con save or gain 5 stacks of Poison (see poisoned
rules). This poison can only exist outside of your body
for 1 hour before losing all effects. You are also immune
to your own poison and others poison who share this
Merit. In addition, supernatural undead creatures (such
as vampires) are affected as normal.
(-3) Guardian Demon: Gain plus 2 to a save of your
choice (Dex, Con, Wis, ect..) this bonus still works if
you are unable to make the save (e.g. a Dex save at
+2 while unconscious, a Con save against an
incurable poison, etc).

Flaws
(-) Curse of The Bloodline: You are vulnerable and
allergic (2) to Gold.
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Eldritch Darkleecher
Eldritch Darkleechers have either the darkest or palest complexions, without many

individuals exhibiting skin tones in-between. Their skin tone is often accented by deep blues,
greens, and purples reminiscent of the night sky or deep sea. It is not
uncommon for them to have fine tentacles instead of hair, as well as
gills or patches of fish or frog-like skin. Their eyes are snake like,
and tend to be dark sea tones or red like blood. Many have
semi-symmetrical birthmarks that resemble scars.
Physically, they are small and thin, with cheeks, hips,
elbows, and other bones protruding from their body as
if they are malnourished, even if they have fat
hanging from their jowls.

Eldritch Darkleechers are the least likely to
interact with humans as their features are the most
alien of all their kin. Bodies of water make them feel
at home, as does the star filled sky. That being said,
they are very cunning and can often integrate into
human society with if they wish to.

Race Natural Caps: Str: 16, Dex: 18, Con: 16, Int: 20, Wis:
20, Cha: 20
Base Movement: 35ft
Hit die: 1d6
Starting Hit Points: 6 + Con Mod

Merits
(-1) Amphibious: you can breathe underwater and gain a
30ft swim speed.
(-2) Eldritch Knowledge: you can always make a
knowledge check even if you do not have the skill. You roll
an Intelligence check as if you have the knowledge but no
ranks in said knowledge. Your sanity cap is reduced by 10.
(-3) Psychic: You gain an additional Psychic Point to your
pool for each level of a Mancie you possess.

Flaws
(-) Curse of The Bloodline: You are vulnerable and allergic
(2) to Wall Shards
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Merits and Flaws
You can take up to 9 points in Merits and 9 points in Flaws. You may only take a

Merit or Flaw a single time. This does not apply to different levels of similar Merits or
Flaws. For instance, you could have both a Minor (1) Allergy and Deadly (3) Allergy to
different things.

Note: These Merits and Flaws are the sugar and spice added to your character. Each
Merit and Flaw has a roleplay reason behind it, as well as a mechanical one.

Merits
The amount listed for Merits is the CP you spend to gain them.

All merits can only be taken once.

Physical Merits
(-1) Nimble: Gain +1 to EVA.
(-1) Hardy: Gain +2 to health and +1 to all recovery rolls.
(-1) Light Feet: You gain two rerolls per long rest on Stealth Checks.
(-1) Daredevil: You gain two rerolls per long rest when performing a dangerous, non-combat
act.
(-1) Truth Sense: You gain 2 rerolls per long rest on Sense Motive checks.
(-2) Athletic: You are a cardio aficionado; you gain an extra +5ft of base movement. Also
gain 2 rerolls (per long rest) on Athletic checks.
(-3) Night Owl: Gain +2 to your Primary and Secondary Attribute Scores (up to cap)
during the night. Cannot take Early Bird.
(-3) Early Bird: Gain +2 to your Primary and Secondary Attribute Scores (up to cap) during
the day. Cannot take Night Owl.

Mental Merits
(-1) Great Memory: You can easily recall most things seen or heard and gain a reroll (per
long rest) on any check that involves memory.
(-1) Minor and (-2) Major Fascinations: You have a fascination with a certain unsavory
aspect of life. When encountering this fascination, any Sanity save associated with it has it’s
DC decreased by 3 (minor) or 6 (major).
Examples of fascinations: Gore, Eldritch, Anatomy, Spiders, Social faux pas, Dolls, Adultery,
Frogs, Suffocation, etc.

Magical Merits
(-1) Sensitive: You have the uncanny ability to sense the supernatural. You can make a
Psychic check to see if there is any supernatural activity, psychic powers being used, and
other things that are not of the natural world. To make a check to realize the nature of what
you are feeling, make a flat roll vs your Archivist’s flat roll. This allows you to have a
general idea of what supernatural presence is around you (i.e. ‘there’s a lot of pain here’, ‘an
eldritch creature was here recently’, etc.). You also gain a poll of Psychic Energy (PE) that
you can draw from to spend on certain abilities, such as Mances. This Psychic Energy is
calculated by adding your Constitution Score to your Primary Ability Modifier (PAM) (i.e.
15 Constitution score + 4 PAM (Charisma) = 19 Psychic Energy).
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Flaws
The amount listed for Flaws is the CP you gain from taking them.

All Flaws can only be taken once. Flaws are disadvantages you have that others do not.

Sight Based Flaws
(1) Astigmatism: You receive -2 to all ranged attack rolls and -1 to all Spot checks (when not
wearing your glasses).
(2) One Eyed: You lost one of your eyes. You take a -2 EVA penalty in ranged combat,
and a -1 EVA penalty in melee combat.

Hearing Based Flaws
(1) Tinnitus: Whenever you take damage from an explosion or are exposed to a loud sound
(e.g. a gunshot next to your head) you are deafened for 1d4 rounds.

Imperfections of the Body
Allergies have 3 levels

(1) Minor Allergies: If you possess Minor Allergies and come into contact with the cause of
that allergy (a bee sting, for example), you may become uncomfortable. You must make a
Constitution save (DC 15) or become nauseated and sickened for 1d8 minutes.
(2) Major Allergies: If you possess Major Allergies and come into contact with the cause of
that allergy (a bee sting, for example), you may become ill. You must make a Constitution
save (DC 15) or become nauseated, sickened, and fatigued for 1d8 hours.
(3) Deadly Allergies: If you possess Deadly Allergies and come into contact with the cause
of that allergy (a bee sting, for example), you may die. You must make a Constitution save
(DC 15) to avoid dying. If you fail this save twice, you will die without major medical
intervention.

(1) Asthma: You receive -5ft to your base movement. You can’t have Athletics as a primary
skill.
(1) Limp: You have a limp for some reason or another. Receive -10ft to base movement
speed.
(2) Weak Stomach: Every time you take Sanity damage you become Nauseated for 1d4
minutes.
(2) Missing limb: your character is missing a limb. If it’s an arm, you can only use one
handed weapons and it takes you twice as long to do anything that involves two hands. If
it’s a leg, your base movement is 10 ft and you can’t jump.

Disorders of the Mind
(1) Curious: You’re prone to stick your nose in business that’s none of yours. You must make
a DC 13 Wisdom save to not investigate strange occurrences you know about.
(2) Amnesia: You suffer from amnesia; your backstory is in the hands of your Archivist. If
you suffer more than 15 points of Sanity damage you must make a Wisdom saving throw
(DC 10). If you fail, you have a relapse and lose all of your current memories.
(2) Bad dreams: You often struggle to sleep. At the start of each day roll 1d20 without any
modifies. If it is 10 or below you gain 1 level of fatigue that day.
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Curses
(1) Midnight Transformation: You're cursed to turn into an ugly beast between midnight
and dawn. You lose all Charisma abilities and bonuses to Charisma skills and saving throws
during this duration.
(1) Demonic Bloodlust: Some small amount of Demon blood runs in your veins. If you use Die
Hard you become Frenzied for 1d4 minutes afterward. If you have the stubborn status this
becomes 1d4 rounds but still occurs.
(2) Weak to Magic: Receive -2 to all saves versus all types of magic.
(2) Weak to The Mancer: Receive -2 to all saves versus all types of Mancies.

Phobias
Each phobia has three levels,

Note: Discuss your Phobia with your Archivist.
(1) Avoidance: You are not deathly afraid, but you do not want to do
anything that involves what you fear. Add +3 to the Sanity DC
involving your Phobia and take 1 more Sanity damage if you lose
Sanity from the check. For passive checks, i.e. approaching a
ledge when afraid of heights, you make a Sanity roll at DC
7.
(2) Fear: You are deathly afraid of your Phobia; you
do not want to go near it or partake in anything
remotely related to it. Add +4 to the Sanity DC
involving your Phobia and take 2 Sanity more
damage if you lose Sanity from the check. For passive
checks, i.e. approaching a ledge when afraid of
heights, you make a Sanity roll at DC 10.
(3) Terror: You are crippled by your Phobia. If you
are forced to be in the presence or anything closely
related to that which you fear you must make a
Sanity check. Add +5 to the Sanity DC involving
your Phobia and take 3 additional Sanity damage if
you lose Sanity from the check. For passive checks, i.e.
approaching a ledge when afraid of heights, you
make a Sanity roll at DC 13.

Social Complications
(1) Lesser Enemies: Due to some past event, you have
enemies that are looking for you and, when they find
you, it will not be pleasant. These enemies are not
particularly powerful, and it’s possible you have
already left them behind. Roll 1d20 at the start of
each day. If it is a 1 then the Archivist decides how
your enemies will negatively impact you today.
(2) Middling Enemies: Due to some past event, you
have enemies that are looking for you and, when
they find you, it will not be pleasant. These enemies
have hunted you and will continue to hunt you until
they get what they want. Roll 1d20 at the start of
each day. If it is a 2 or lower, then the Archivist
decides how your enemies will negatively impact
you today.
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Skills
Strength Based Skills

Athletics (Str): You can climb, swim, jump, etc. If it requires athletic prowess you can do it.
Intimidate (Str): You know how to leverage your strength to scare others into doing what
you want (such as running away from you, opening a door, giving you information, etc.).

Dexterity Based Skills
Acrobatics (Dex): You can flip, roll, tumble, walk tightropes, and parkour with the best of
them.
Disable Device (Dex): You can pick physical locks, disable traps, and disable devices in
general.
Drive (Dex): You can drive automobiles.
Sleight of Hand (Dex): You can steal, place, or palm items without others knowledge.
Stealth (Dex): You can be eerily silent and stay out of sight.

Constitution Based Skills
Endurance (Con): You can run long distances, stay awake for nights on end, and push your
body to its limits.

Intelligence Based Skills
Demolitions (Int): You know how explosives work, how to set them up, and how to disarm
them.
Forgery (Int): You can forge and copy documents, signatures, art, etc.
Investigate (Int): You can search an area thoroughly if you have enough time. You can
also easily decide what is important information and what is useless to you while searching.
Knowledge (Int): You have knowledge on a semi-specific subject. Those presented in the list
below are commonly utilized. However, your knowledge can be more obscure or specific
(discuss with your Archivist).

Repair (Int): You can mend machines, items, etc. The more complex the machines are, the
higher the DC. For example, repairing bicycle tire might be DC 5, while repairing a car
engine might be DC 20.

Common Knowledge Topics
Accounting History
Anthropology Law
Archaeology Local
Architecture Mathematics
Art Medicine
Astronomy Meteorology
Biology Philosophy
Chemistry Physics
Electronics Psychology
Engineering Religion
Geography Soul
Geology Streetwise
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Wisdom Based Skills
Craft (Wis): You can craft one class of item; you must be focused on one type of craft
(discuss the class of item with your Archivist. Additional crafting rules will be included in a
future Beta and the final game).
Heal (Wis): You can help those who are wounded. Heal is used to stop bleeding, slow
poisons, and treat disease and exhaustion. This is a band-aid and not a permanent fix. Heal
is designed to keep someone alive long enough to get help. For example, stabilizing someone
at 0 HP is a DC 15 heal check, and reviving from 0 HP to 1 HP is a DC 20 heal check.
Occult (Wis): You have the insight into matters of the occult. Your occult skill represents
your knowledge of the supernatural and ability to discern the intent behind various spells
and rituals.
Listen (Wis): You can hear things and discern their implication.
Sense Motive (Wis): You can discern other people’s intentions or moods.
Spot (Wis): you can acquire significant information visually.

Charisma Based Skills
Deception (Cha): You can disguise yourself and your intentions from others. Lying is the
name of the game and you are becoming a master player.
Perform (Cha): Your ability to perform one kind of feat, whether it is playing the banjo,
juggling swords, fire dancing, etc.
Persuasion (Cha): Your ability to be diplomatic, charming, to recognize social subtleties (like
innuendos), and to generally convince people to see things from your point of view.
Primal Empathy (Cha): You have a natural gift when dealing with primal creatures. You
can use this skill to communicate, pacify, or enrage creatures who operate on a primal level.

Languages
Government Approved Languages:

Standard: The most common language in the world. Over 96% of the population of
incorporated regions speak Standard as the government requires all schools to teach the most
refined written and spoken word.
Houndbable (a.k.a Farmtalk): A language used by high level government officials and
agents. The spoken form sounds similar to animal calls or animals in pain while the written
word is akin to chicken scratch shorthand.
Cant: Originally called “Gailiee” after an unknown civilization where the Church of the
Twin Gods originated, Cant is the official spoken and written word of the Church. A scant
few Church officials speak Cant, but all official members of the church are required to learn
how to read and write this holy word.
Gold Tongue: The original language of the Ellson family. None speak the language of this
lineage any longer. However, the written word still exists and only the noble and elite
family members of the Ellsons read or write it.
Grey Code: An extremely condensed form of both written and spoken language. Grey Code
is used exclusively by the Grey family to send and receive information. Thus far not even
the Government has admitted to cracking the Grey Code and, if they had, the Greys would
likely have changed it.

Languages Receiving A Government Statement of Indifference:
Leecher: Leecher was originally spoken solely by Darkleechers and rendered illegal by the
Government after the first uprising. Recently Leecher is making a comeback both among the
centralized Darkleecher families and those who live in the countryside. While it is still
technically illegal there is now an unspoken acceptance in the government to allow free
Leecher speech.
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Abilities
Abilities are the final flavor added to yourself. Many people in the world may have

the same Abilities as you, but the way you use them is deeply personal. Abilities will have
a letter followed by a number, such as (G: 1). This means anyone can buy this ability for 1
Character Point (CP). If an ability has (Cha: 2) this means it costs 2 CP if your Primary or
Secondary Attribute Score is Charisma. If you do not have Charisma as a Primary or
Secondary Attribute Score, it costs double (4) instead. Abilities may have multiple Attribute
Scores associated with them, such as (S, D: 2) which means either Strength or Dexterity may
be used when purchasing the Ability. Lastly, Abilities are tiered, meaning the Ability
directly above it must be purchased before the following Ability may be purchased. For
instance, you must purchase Weapon Proficiency before you can purchase Weapon Focus.

General Abilities
(G: 1) Weapon Proficiency: You have trained with a specific class of weapon and prefer to
use this weapon type. Remove the -4 from attack rolls when using this weapon type.

Ranged: The ranged weapon types you may select from:
Revolvers, Pistols, Shotguns, Rifles, Machine guns, Heavy Weapons, and Bows/
Blowguns

Melee: The melee weapon types you may select from:
Fist Weapons, Single Handed, Two Handed, Exotic Weapons

Other: The weapon types whose proficiency/Ability trees are listed elsewhere
(Unarmed, Thrown, and Explosive).

• (G: 1) Weapon Focus: You have trained with a specific class of weapon and prefer to use
this weapon type. Add +1 to attack rolls when using this weapon.

(G: 1) Armor Proficiency: You have trained with a specific set of armor and prefer this
armor over other types. Allows for the ability to use one of the Medium (M) or Heavy (H)
armor types.

(G: 1) Run for Cover: As a reaction you can use your movement to run to cover within 10ft
of you.
• (G: 1) Vault: As part of your move action, you may make an acrobatics check (DC 15) in

order to move at normal speed over cover and through difficult terrain.

Strength Based Abilities
(S, D, G: 1) Proficiency Unarmed: Removes the -4 from unarmed attack rolls and your fists do
one die code higher damage. (I.e. instead of 1 plus your Strength or Dexterity modifier for a
standard unarmed strike, it now does 1d4 plus your Strength or Dexterity modifier).
• (S, D, G: 2) Fists of Fury: Your unarmed strikes do 1d6 damage rather than 1d4.

• S, D: 2) Hardened Body: Your unarmed strikes do 1d8 damage rather than 1d6.

(S, D, G: 2) Relentless: You can make an additional attack when using one-handed or
unarmed melee attacks. You take a -2 to your attack rolls for every Relentless attack you
declare. You may only purchase this ability twice.

(S, D: 2) Reckless: You can make an additional attack with a heavy or unarmed melee
attack but take -2 to your EVA for each Reckless attack (e.g. You make two additional
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attacks using Reckless, so you receive -4 to your EVA until the beginning of your next turn).
You may only purchase this ability twice.

(S, D, G: 1) Proficiency Thrown: Removes the -4 from attack rolls with throwing weapons.
Your range on all throwing weapons, unless otherwise stated, is 30ft.
• (S, D: 2) Fast Ball: You may throw two weapons per turn, taking -1 to attack rolls your

consecutive throws, and your range is upgraded to 40ft
• (S, D: 2) Curve Ball: You may throw up to 3 weapons per turn, taking -1 to attack

rolls on your consecutive throws, and your range is upgraded to 60ft

(S, D: 2) Improved Grapple: Instead of a full round action to grapple, it only takes a
Standard action. You also gain the ability to Pin a grappled opponent. (Pin: when a target is
pinned, they lose their standard and bonus action and are knocked prone and grappled.
They must break the pin with their Secondary Action before they can break the grapple.)
• S, D: 1) Bone Break: After grappling an opponent, you may use your standard action to

attempt to disable one of their limbs by making a contested roll (Str vs. Con), giving
your target a stack of disabled.
• (S, D: 1) Body Shield: Use the grappled opponent as a body shield providing a cover

bonus and DR 1 vs P + your opponent’s armor DR (if they are wearing any).

Constitution Based Abilities
(C, G: 1) Toughness: Gain +2 hit points. This ability can only be purchased twice with
general points. You can take it three times if Constitution is your secondary Attribute Score,
and four times if Constitution is your Primary Attribute Score.

(C, Ca, G: 1) Laughing Masochist: When you get hit with a melee attack, you can use your
reaction to make an Intimidation roll. Gain +1 to your intimidation roll for every point of
damage you took this round.
• (C, Ca: 1) Smiling punching Bag: If you successfully Intimidate your target with

Laughing Masochist, that target cannot make additional attacks this turn.
• (C, Ca: 2) Laughter is the Best Medicine: When making Intimidation checks with

Laughing Masochist you can attempt to Intimidate all enemies within 30ft of you. If
you are successful you regain 1 hit point.

·
(C: 2) Feel no Pain: Once per long rest, if you were to take damage that would kill you or
render you unconscious, you can make a Con check. If you roll above the damage you
would have taken you are reduced to 1 HP instead.

(C, S: 1) More than Your Weight: When both you and an ally have to make an
Endurance or Athletics check, you may make the roll without your ability modifier and add
your ability modifier to your allies roll instead.
• (C: 1) Carry the Team: When you and one or more allies must make an Endurance

check, you may make the roll without your ability modifier and add your ability
modifier to all allies’ rolls instead.

(C: 1) Hellish: When grappling you gain a bonus equal to the damage you took last round
to grapple rolls.
• (C: 2) Fiendish: If you take damage during combat, you can choose to re-roll your

initiative with a +2 bonus and gain +1 damage to melee attacks for the rest of combat.
• (C: 2) Seeing Red: If you took more than 1 point of damage this combat round you

gain 10ft additional movement and an additional melee attack (at no bonus).
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Dexterity Based Abilities
(D: 2) Rapid Shot: When using handguns, you may shoot an additional time, taking -2 to
your additional attack roll from Rapid Shot. Rapid Shot may stack if purchased multiple
times (i.e. you make three additional Rapid Shot attacks, taking -2 to the first, -4 to the
second, and -6 to the third). You may purchase this ability up to three times.
• (D, Cha: 1) Quick Draw: You can draw your handgun as a bonus action instead of a

Secondary action.
• (D: 3) Gunslinger: The negatives from shooting multiple times are halved when using

pistols and revolvers (i.e. instead of taking -2 to your attack roll after shooting once you
take -1, and so on).
• (D:1) Faster than Hell: Once per short rest you can unjam your pistol using a Bonus

action, instead of a Secondary action, and continue firing if the jam disrupted your
attack action.

(D: 1) Rapid Reload: Reload pistols using a Bonus action rather than a Secondary action.
Reload two-handed weapons using a Secondary action rather than a Standard action.

(D, W: 1) Feather Steps: You can roll a stealth check when you are lightly obscured instead
of heavily obscured.
• (D, W: 2) Sneak Attack: You are adept at killing unaware targets. If your target is

unaware of your presence, and you are using a melee finesse weapon, you do an
additional 1d6 damage on your first attack. If your target dies from this attack they do
not make a sound as they die.

Intelligence Based Abilities
(I: 1) Intelligent Design: You are well versed in the rituals and spells used for occultism. Use
your Intelligence modifier for the Occult skill instead of your Wisdom modifier.

(I:1) Well Read: You may attempt an untrained knowledge roll 3 times per long rest as if it
were a primary skill with no ranks in it.
• (I: 1) Know-It-All: You may reroll primary knowledge skills a number of times per day

equal to your Intelligence modifier.
• (I: 2) Mind Castle: You may reroll untrained knowledge skills as well as primary

knowledge skills a number of times per day equal to your Intelligence modifier.

(I: 1) Mind Over Matter: Use your Intelligence modifier, rather than Constitution modifier,
for saves against Shock, Bleed, and Poison effects.

(I, W, Cha: 1) Pep talk: Right after someone takes Sanity damage, you can talk to them
using a Secondary Action. Have them reroll that Sanity check and, if successful, regain 1d4
sanity. You can only do this once per short rest.
• (I, W, Cha: 2) Therapist: People can come to you for their problems and can regain

sanity as if they went to therapy. This takes 1 hour of free time per person and may not
be done more than twice per week for each person.

Wisdom Based Abilities
(W, G: 1) Track: You can track targets in any condition
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.
• (W: 1) Trapper: You know your way around traps and gain your Wisdom modifier to

Disable Device if that device is a trap.
• (W: 1) Scavenger: You know how to survive in the wilds. You can easily find food

and water for 1 person per day.

(D, W: 1) Far Shot: When using Rifles, you can shoot 100ft farther than your weapon’s
range without any penalties.
• (D, W: 1) Aim True: Use your Secondary action to gain +1 to attack rolls made over 60ft

and double your range. If you are prone, this only takes a Bonus action.

(W: 2) I Counted Your Bullets: When your enemy reloads, you can make an attack of
opportunity as a Reaction.
• (W: 2) I Saw That: You gain an additional reaction per short rest that can be used only

for I Counted Your Bullets. This is a single use extra reaction.
• (W: 2) I Saw That Too!: You gain a second additional reaction per short rest that

can be used only for I Counted Your Bullets. These are single use extra reactions.

(W: 2) Know Your Enemy: After making a successful sense motive check, if the target has
malicious intent, you gain +2 to attack rolls and +1 to damage rolls made against that target.

(W, Ca: 1) A Kind Touch: Use your Standard action and Bonus action to reduce a physical
status effect on an ally by one round (i.e. reduce one stack of bleed, or poison, or paralyze).
• (W: 1) Healer: Use your Standard action and Bonus action to reduce the duration of a

physical status effect by 2 rounds or spend 1 hour to reduce the duration of a physical
status effect by one day.
• (W: 1) Medic: Use your Secondary action and Bonus action to reduce the duration of

a physical status effect by 2 rounds, or a mental status effect by 1 round.

Charisma Based Abilities
(Cha, W: 2) Dress for the Job You Want: If you wear an outfit that belonged to someone
who died you can gain a skill they possessed for the rest of the day. You can change outfits
once per long rest.

(Cha: 1) Charismatic Casting: You can feel out the spells and rituals associated with
occultism. Use your Charisma modifier for the Occult skill instead of your Wisdom modifier.

(Ca, W, G: 1) Call Out: You can notify everyone within 60ft of you of an enemy's presence.
All allies gain a +5 to spot checks (unless they have the Deaf flaw) against the target.
• (Ca, W, G: 2) Marked: Use your Standard action to mark an enemy, notifying allies of

their position. All allies gain a +1 bonus to attack and damage rolls against that target.
This bonus lasts one round and must be reapplied. You may add one additional effect to
the marked target if you possess the ability to do so.

• (Ca, W: 2) Pack Tactics: All allies gain a Secondary action to move toward a marked
target. If your allies end their movement within melee range, they gain an additional +1
to hit and damage against your marked target.

• (Ca, W: 2) Take Aim: All allies gain an additional +1 to hit and damage with a ranged
attack against a marked target.

(Ca, C: 1) Shake it Off: Three times per long rest, you can use a Secondary action to give an
ally a bonus to their saving throw equal to your charisma modifier.
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Magic
Though the majority of citizens don’t even believe in magic, magical ability is

possessed by many in the world of Acheron. Different people and organizations have
differing opinions concerning the use of magic. Some say it’s not real but are still cautious
and hateful of anything they can’t understand, while others believe in its existence, but also
that it is a corrupting force used for evil.

Magic is learned by Domain. Therefore, one needs to be versed in Arcane, Fae, Spirit,
Demonic, or Eldritch magic before being able to cast spells from that “school” or Domain of
magic. There is, however, no limit to the number of Domains one can know.

Note: All Domains of magic (other than Spirit and Demonic) will be included in
future Betas and in the final game.

Learning the introductory methods of a Domain costs 3 Character Points (The Magic
Adept ability found later in this section). This allows you to gain one spell or ritual per level
along with an initial spell or ritual. This represents the time and effort you put into learning
magic on a daily basis. However, you can also find spells in the world. Magic is quite rare,
and finding a specific spell can be extremely difficult, but while such an endeavor will take
time and effort it can be done.

Note: If you take Magic Adept at level 3, you do not gain 3 spells or rituals. You
gain only 1 for taking Magic Adept and an additional one for your current level,
then an additional spell/ritual at level 4, and so on.

Magic spells and rituals are divided into Tier 1 through Tier 5 to reflect the increasing
danger and complexity required to cast them. You must have a spell or ritual from the
previous Tier to learn a spell or ritual from the next Tier (e.g. to learn a Tier 3 spell OR
ritual you must already know a Tier 2 spell OR ritual). This also applies to spells you find; if
you find a Tier 5 ritual you must learn a Tier 4 spell OR ritual before they are able to use
this Tier 5 ritual.

When casting magic spells or rituals there is a Risk associated with them. You must
roll 1d20 + Occult skill equal or greater than the Risk of the spell, or it fails. If you roll high
above the Risk there are several modifications, both general and Domain specific, that may
be added to the effects. If you fail to cast a spell you must still pay the cost.

The DC required to resist the effects of all spells, unless increased through modification,
is 13. However, the type of save (Str, Dex, Con, Int, Wis, or Cha) depends on the spell.

Spells often have material components, such as a hand gesture, spoken words, or items
(e.g. dried lizard skins), that are required for spell casting. For rituals there are additional
things that must be done, such as setting up a summoning circle and chanting for several
hours. Spells must also be prepared in some way (e.g. a brief meditation, spiritual dance,
prayer, etc.) at the beginning of each day. If you do not perform this step, then you will not
be able to cast spells that day. There is no limit to the spells or rituals you can cast other
than the specific spell cost and materials. Your preparation is simply to get all your items in
order, practice incantations, review notes, etc.
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Some Domains of magic deal Attribute Score damage. This damage reduces your
Attribute Score by a certain amount. You can regain Attribute Score damage when you rest
similarly to HP (See Rules section).

(3) Magic Adapt: Once you choose this ability you choose a single Domain of magic and
immediately gain a tier 1 ritual or spell from that Domain and an additional spell or ritual.
From there on you automatically gain a new spell or ritual every level (if you buy this
multiple times for multiple domains, you can only select one spell from one of your domains
per level). In addition, if you find a spell in the world (e.g. a journal, a spell book, or a scroll),
you can add it to your spell book and cast it if you know the domain of magic and meet the
prerequisites for casting the spell or ritual.

Spirit Magic
“No one knows how the pact between the followers of these dark arts and the Spirits that
enforce them was founded. The powers at work are speculated to be the oldest known,
causing even those who practice Spirit magic to be weary of the consequences they may
incur. Summoning the old powers is slow and can take many forms. Wards of protection

and destruction, the creation of constructs, pulling life force from other planes. The possibilities
are many, nearly endless.”

System
Each day a Spirit Caster must meditate on an aspect of the World Tree. These aspects are
the leaves, the trunk, and the roots. Attunement to one of these aspects gives all spells
additional, different effects. A Spirit Caster may spend a short rest to change the aspect
they’ve meditated on. While the aspects of the world tree determine additional effects, they
also determine which Attribute score is drained by the usage of magic. Leaves drains
Dexterity, Trunk drains Constitution, and Roots drains Wisdom. For instance, if a Spirit
Caster is aligned to the roots, and casts Revenge of the Kami, they would take 1d4 Wisdom
damage. However, if aligned to the Trunk, they would take 1d4 Constitution damage.

Tier 1 Spells
Revenge of the Kami

Materials: V, S, C – A blossom and red ink.
Cost: 1d4 Attribute damage
Casting Time: Standard action or Reaction
Range: Self
Duration: 4 rounds
Saving throw: None
Risk: 10
Concentration: No
System: You pour red ink over the blossom
and place it in your hair. Thereafter, each
time you are hit by an enemy attack they
gain two stacks of bleed.
Leaves: The target gains a third stack of
bleed.
Trunk: If an enemy targets you with an
attack, they gain 2 stacks of bleed even if
they miss.
Roots: Stacks of bleed are converted to stacks
of poison.

Ravenous Swarm
Materials: S, C - A fistful of insects
Cost: 1d4 Attribute damage
Casting Time: Standard action
Range: Line of sight
Duration: 1d4 rounds
Saving throw: None
Risk: 10
Concentration: No
System: Clench the insects in your fist,
crushing them. Upon opening your hand, a
swarm of insects flies forth to attack your foe
for 1d4 rounds dealing 1d4 slashing damage
per round.
Leaves: During the duration, your foe is
blinded by the swarm.
Trunk: During the duration, the insects deal
one additional damage per round.
Roots: During the duration, your target is
deafened.
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Tier 2 Spells
Guardian Spirit

Materials: V, C - A wooden
walking stick, handful of tea
leaves, and one drop of arsenic
solution.
Cost: 1d4 Attribute damage
Casting Time: Standard action
Range: Self
Duration: up to 6 rounds
Saving throw: None
Risk: 10
Concentration: Yes
System: Rub the tea leaves and
arsenic in your palms, grip the
walking stick and slam it onto the
ground. A guardian spirit protects
you from physical harm. You add
+2 to your EVA for the duration.
Leaves: During the duration, you
gain +1 to all saving throws
Trunk: During the duration you
gain an additional +1 EVA (total
of +3).
Roots: During the duration, if you
are hit by a physical attack, you
inflict 1 stack of Poison on the
creature that attacked you

Animal Aspect
Materials: V, S, C - A wood carving of the appropriate
animal.
Cost: 1d4 Attribute damage
Casting Time: Standard action
Range: Touch or Self
Duration: 1 Minute
Saving throw: Wisdom to negate
Risk: 15
Concentration: No
System: You speak the incantation and the carving
crumbles to ash. After you smear the ash on the face of
the target they gain the aspect of one of the following
animals and their appearance distorts to reflect it:

Cat’s eyes: you gain 60ft Darkvision.
Bat’s ears: 15ft of blindsight
Hawk’s eyes: your wisdom bonus is doubled for using
sight-based skills.
Wolf’s nose: you gain the ability to track by scent.
Mole’s whiskers: you gain the ability to sense motion
within 10 feet of your character.

Leaves: While this spell is active, natural creatures
consider you to be a natural part of the environment.
They may still consider you to be prey.
Trunk: The duration is five minutes instead of one.
Roots: During the duration, your appearance doesn’t
change, but natural creatures perceive you as a predator.

Tier 3 Spells
The Weight of the World

Materials: V, S, C - A link of chain
Cost: 1d4 Attribute damage
Casting Time: Standard action
Range: 40ft
Duration: 1 minute
Saving throw: Strength
Risk: 20
Concentration: no
System: Clutching the link of a chain in your hand you speak in the Dragon tongue and
dance, focusing on your target. You give a target 2 levels of fatigue, to a maximum of 4
(this cannot reach level 5 of fatigue).
Leaves: your target movement speed is reduced by half.
Trunks: your target is also mute for the duration.
Roots: your target gains no bonus from drugs or magical effects.
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Tier 1 Rituals Tier 2 Rituals
Heal the Body and The Mind

Materials: S, C - Green tea leaves, mustard
seeds, charcoal, and salt
Cost: 1d4 Attribute damage
Casting time: 10 minutes
Range: Target
Duration: 8 hours
Saving throw: None
Risk: 10
System: You make a salve or tea from the
materials listed. Apply the salve to a target's
wounds or have them drink the concoction
before they go to sleep. When your target takes
a Long Rest, they roll 2 Hit Die to heal damage.
This applies to both HP and ability damage.
This healing also does not affect permanent
wounds and damage. This ability does not
stack with any similar abilities
Leaves: You are also cleansed of an extra level
of Fatigue.
Trunk: You roll 3 hit die instead of 2.
Roots: The target cannot be tracked by scent for
the next 8 hours after completing this ritual.

Protect the Sleeping
Materials: V, C - Incense and roots
Cost: 1d4 Attribute damage
Casting time: 15 minutes
Range: 30ft aura
Duration: 8 hours
Saving throw: None
Risk: 15
System: Burn the incense and sing a soft
song of days long gone in the Dragon
tongue before blowing the smoke over the
area you wish to ward. If anything
harboring hostile intentions comes within
30 feet of people sleeping in the area they
wake immediately.
Leaves: The sleeping cannot be affected by
mental or psychic effects while sleeping.
Trunk: The sleeping cannot be affected by
any statuses while sleeping.
Roots: The sleeping are wrapped in a layer
of spiritual roots, gaining DR2 while
sleeping and if woken while still within the
radius.

Tier 3 Rituals
Autumn Fungus

Materials: C - Fungus, blood, and a rusted coin.
Cost: 1d6 Attribute damage
Casting time: 20 minutes
Range: 30ft circle
Duration: 1d10 days
Saving throw: Constitution
Risk: 20
System: Plant the fungus and cover it in blood.
Toss the coin on top when the planting is done.
Grow a 30ft circle of blood fungus that will
explode spores onto any trespassers applying
1d4 stacks of poison if they fail their saving
throw.
Leaves: Creatures who fail their saving throw
are asphyxiated until they leave the circle.
Trunk: Creatures who fail their saving throw
are knocked prone.
Roots: Creatures who fail their saving throw are
entangled for 1d6 rounds

Alter Weather
Materials: V, S, C - Rainwater for rain,
morning due for fog, a dandelion for wind,
sand for clear skies, or ice for snow.
Cost: 1d4 Attribute damage each day active
Casting time: 1 hour
Range: 1 square mile
Duration: 1 day per 1d4 of Wisdom damage
Saving throw: None
Risk: 20
System: You dance and chant while
throwing the components over yourself.
You can either call down rain or snow,
cause howling winds, make dense fog, or
clear the skies of all weather.
Leaves: You can control the winds in the
local area. Everyone making a ranged
attack takes a -2 to all attack rolls, and
thrown attacks gain no bonus at all.
Trunk: You can control the temperature in
the affected area, making it anywhere
between -10 to 120 degrees Fahrenheit.
Roots: You can envelope an area in fog and
mist, making it hard to locate anything. All
sight-based checks gain no bonus and
everyone in the mist is Slightly Obscured.
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Demonic Magic
“Demonic magic isn’t subtle or clean. It is vengeful and chaotic. It hates you and it hates

what you are pointing it at even more.”

System
Demonic magic costumes your hit points to cast spells. With many spells you can choose to
risk more HP to cast spells more quickly. If you successfully kill a target with a spell you do
not pay the cost of that spell.

Tier 1 Spells
Green Flame

Materials: V, C - A gram of sulfur
Cost: 2 HP for Secondary Action, 1 HP for
Standard Action
Casting Time: Secondary or Standard action
Range: 30ft
Duration: Instantaneous
Saving throw: Dexterity
Risk: 5
Concentration: No
System: Snap the sulfur between two fingers to
produce a green flame and throw it at a target
to apply 1d4 stacks of Burn.

Dress for the Occasion
Materials: S, C - A chameleon's tail
Cost: 1 HP per 5 minutes
Casting Time: Secondary Action
Range: self
Duration: up to 1 hour
Saving throw: Wisdom
Risk: 10
Concentration: Yes
System: Swallow the chameleon’s tail
whole. Your clothing and equipment
change to anything else that would take up
a similar amount of space (e.g. shotgun to a
cane, a jumpsuit into a tuxedo, etc.). If
someone has reason to disbelieve your
disguise, they can make a Wisdom saving
throw against the spell DC. If they succeed,
they see you as you are.

Tier 2 Spells Tier 3 Spells
Gamble

Materials: V, S, C - Dice
Cost: Your choice (have fun)
Casting Time: Standard action
Range: 180ft
Duration: Instantaneous
Saving throw: Constitution
Risk: 15
Concentration: No
System: Roll dice at your feet while choking out
a Demonic bet. If your target fails their saving
throw they switch current HP totals with you.
If your target has more health than your
maximum HP you have your maximum HP. If
your target succeeds their saving throw you
gain a level of fatigue.

Endless Thirst
Materials: V, C - Blood and bile
Cost: 2d6 HP for a Secondary Action or 2d4
for a Standard Action
Casting Time: Secondary or Standard
action
Range: 45ft
Duration: Up to one minute
Saving throw: Charisma
Risk: 15
Concentration: Yes
System: Swish blood and bile in your
mouth, then spit it out while cursing the
target. If the target fails, they are frenzied
until the spell ends or you break
concentration. While the target is in a
frenzied state, they gain an additional 1d6
damage on all melee attacks.
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Tier 1 Rituals
Containment Ward

Materials: V, S, C - Salt, an object of emotional value, and chalk
Cost: 1d4 HP
Casting time: 10 minutes
Range: 10ft - 100ft
Duration: Until the salt line is broken
Saving throw: Wisdom
Risk: 10
System: You salt an area to cage a Supernatural force or someone who is possessed. Once
you have encircled them in salt, destroy an object of emotional value to yourself and chew
a stick of chalk. The containment ward will cage the Supernatural force and/or the victim
inside of its circle. The circle of salt can be broken by anyone or anything on the outside. If
the circle is broken by any means the spell ends.

Tier 2 Rituals
A Rest for the sore Flesh

Materials: V, S, C - 2 lbs. of wax, warm water
in a bathtub, and 1 lb. thyme
Cost: 1 HP
Casting time: 1 hour
Range: Self
Duration: 1 short or long rest
Saving throw: None
Risk: 10
System: You chant in the Demonic tongue
while you melt a pot of wax then pour it into a
tub of water with a pound of thyme. While
you rest in this tub you can roll your hit die to
heal twice. You also gain all the benefits of a
long rest from a short rest.

Exorcism
Materials: V, S, C - Holy book and Holy
water
Cost: 1d6 HP
Casting time: 20 minutes
Range: 30ft
Duration: Instantaneous
Saving throw: Wisdom
Risk: 15
System: You chant at your target, flicking
holy water on them and brandishing a
Holy book, in an attempt to exercise the
Entity inhabiting their body. If the
inhabiting being fails a Wisdom saving
throw, they are exercised. If they succeed
the target takes 1d4 Sanity damage.

Tier 3 Rituals
Background Check

Materials: V, S, C - Target's full name, date of
birth, Citizen Identification Number, and a
phone.
Cost: 1d4 HP
Casting time: 5 minutes to perform, 1d12 hours
for a response.
Range: N/A
Duration:1d12 hours
Saving throw: None
Risk: 15
System: You speak a Demonic command into
the phone to contact an Intelligence Demon.
Once the Demon answers you give them the
information about your target and hang up.
Roll 1d12 to determine how many hours it takes
the Demon to call you back with the target's
last known location, wealth, background,
abilities, merits, and flaws.

Malcav’s Glass Eye
Materials: V, S, C - A glass eye, sulfur, and
the eye of an animal or person the same
size as the glass eye
Cost: 1d10 HP
Casting time: 10 hours
Range: Target
Duration: 1 Month
Saving throw: None
Risk: 20
System: If you have both of your eyes you
can't use this item. You put the glass eye
into your empty eye socket. For the next 10
rounds, starting when you activate the eye,
you gain a +2 EVA and a +1 initiative for
every hit point you sacrifice to Malcav’s
glass eye. If you were to be knocked
unconscious the effect ends and the eye
becomes inert.
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Mancies
“Philosophers, scientists, theorists, and Mancers themselves have all wondered how

Mancies exist. When you see a Mancer warp reality it looks so unnatural; but Mancers
have an affinity for the unnatural. So many have tried and failed to explain these
anomalies. Biologists have dissected them and found no difference in anatomy – except for in
Biomancers, but only when vivisections were performed. Psychologists have interviewed
them, and afterwards many needed extensive therapy themselves. Many people believe the
best answer to the question, ‘What are Mancers?’ was put forward by Heimlich G.
Liechtenstein, the most powerful Neuromancer ever recorded. He vivisected hundreds of
minds, and even deconstructed his own under Government supervision. Afterwards, he said
only, ‘our subconscious doesn't comprehend that what we do should be impossible. It has the
will to do the impossible and achieves it.’ But who can trust the word of a mancer?”
- Opening passages of The Mancer Menace

Mancers are rare and almost universally hated by the population of the world. Each
faction has their own opinions about Mancers, but almost all agree that they are dangerous
ticking time bombs. Most people only see Mancers in the papers or hear about them in radio
broadcasts, where they are known to be able to set buildings on fire with their minds, freeze
dozens of people to death at a local market, or throw a military convoy off of the road.
Everyone is aware of the destructive ability Mancers possess, even if they’ve never met one
in person. In most people’s minds, the only difference between a Mancer and a natural
disaster is that a Mancer has intent.

Faction's General Opinions of Mancers

The Church sees them as breaches in the Grand Design that are too dangerous to live.
The Government’s official opinion is that any Mancer that does not have control over

their abilities or is not under the jurisdiction of The Government itself are too dangerous to
live.

The Freemen have the highest population of Mancers in society. They have their own
semi-secret organization made up of Mancers and magicians, called Nightmares. Nightmares
hunt down rogue Mancers and try to help new Mancers control their abilities. If
Nightmares, or any other Mancer, becomes unstable they are “put down” for public safety.

The Greys sometimes experiment on Mancers, vivisecting their brains in an attempt to
unlock the source of their power. While many within the family object to such actions, they
are far from uncommon. Most of the family doesn’t actively hunt Mancers, but if they just so
happen to fall into their lap, why not attempt to figure out how they tick?

The Ellsons think all Mancers are too dangerous to live… Unless of course they can be
used to help them achieve their own ends.

The Historians of Galilee think they are an oddity, highly useful in some situations, but
if they are out of control, well then, they are too dangerous to deal with.

The Hunters Guild are just as likely to have Mancers in their ranks as they are to hunt
down unstable Mancers. They see those who cannot control themselves as little more than
beasts to be slain.

The General public’s opinion is that all Mancers are unnatural and dangerous. People
don’t usually hear stories about a Mancer saving people from a burning building or stopping
a horrible train wreck. They only hear the stories about Mancers leveling city blocks or
manipulating good people to murder friends and family. Fear is the default emotion when it
comes to Mancers.
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The System for Mancies

In order to use Mancies you don't need to speak, move, or take any overt action. You
just have to have Psychic Energy, be conscious, and clearly see (or otherwise sense) whoever
or whatever you want to enact your will upon.

Before buying any of these powers you must have the merit Sensitive (see Merits
and Flaws). After purchasing Sensitive, you must pay the buy in cost associated with the
rarity of your desired Mancie. Only after this can you purchase the first level of a new
Mancie.

Common: 0 point buy in
Uncommon: 1 point buy in

Rare: 2 point buy in.

Once you have spent the necessary points on the prerequisites, you can purchase each
Mancie level with 3 Character Points. When you purchase a level in a Mancie you
automatically gain the ability to spend 1 additional Psychic Energy per round, you gain 1
Psychic Energy to your pool, and you gain 1 additional Psychic Energy during psychic
recovery.

Making DCs for Mancies: when using a Mancie against a static object, your Archivist
determines the DC of what you are trying to do the same way they would determine a skill
check DC (See Rules section). For example, Pyromancer Jimmy wants to set a piece of paper
on fire. Paper enjoys being on fire, and is easily set alight, which makes it around DC 5. But
if Jimmy wants to set a whole papermill on fire, that might be DC 20.

Using Mancies against people: when using a Mancie against anything with an aura
(anything with a spirit/soul) the target gets to roll a saving throw against the Mancer. This
is determined by the Contested Dice Pool (CDP) listed in each system of a Mancie. This
demonstrates the struggle of the Aura trying to resist the Mancer’s influence.

Recovering Psychic Energy: Mancers use Psychic Energy to enact their power on the
world. After they have spent this energy, they must take a long rest to recover it. Each long
rest you gain Psychic Energy equal to your hit die + total known Mancie levels (e.g. Jimmy
has 3 levels of Pyromancy and 2 levels of Magnetism, he recovers 1d6 + 5 Psychic Energy
per long rest).

Sensitive (1): You have the uncanny ability to sense the supernatural. You can make a
Psychic check to see if there is any supernatural activity, psychic powers being used, and
other things that are not of the natural world. To make a check to realize the nature of what
you are feeling, make a flat roll vs your Archivist’s flat roll. This allows you to have a
general idea of what supernatural presence is around you (i.e. ‘there’s a lot of pain here’, ‘an
eldritch creature was here recently’, etc.). You also gain a poll of Psychic Energy (PE) that
you can draw from to spend on certain abilities, such as Mances. This Psychic Energy is
calculated by adding your Constitution Score to your Primary Ability Modifier (PAM) (i.e.
15 Constitution score + 4 PAM (Charisma) = 19 Psychic Energy).
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Pyromancy (Cha)
Common (0)

“Burn! BURN BABY BURN!!” -Jack Jones, as he set fire to a fire station

System
Pyromancy is the ability to manifest and control fire with your mind; this power is

based on sight and your supernatural senses. This means that if there is a flame on your
person or within line of sight you can affect it. This power works with all fire, including
magical, psychic, and mundane flames. Once you buy any level of Pyromancy you can
never buy any level of Cryomancy. All abilities that Pyromancers use are overt except for
changing your internal temperature.

Contest Dice Pool: Pyromancy tests are Cha mod + psychic energy spent vs. Cha mod or
Sunder DC

Level 1: Kindling
Heat Sense: You are able to sense heat and cold within 10ft of you, knowing the exact
temperature of objects within your sense. You can also discern sources of heat that targets
give off even behind walls. All targets within your sense range do not gain EVA bonuses
from cover or being obscured; but retain resistance bonuses gained from cover.

In addition, you can change your body temperature. It can be manipulated to rise between
98 - 160 degrees Fahrenheit without killing you, but you still suffer extreme weather
conditions as normal.

Spark: You create a small spark or small flame in your hand with ease. With this you can
manifest and maintain a fire that is as hot as a welding torch for 10 minutes per psychic
energy spent. You can also light your hands on fire, dealing 1d6 fire damage and applying 1
stack of burn on hit. This ability lasts for 1 minute per psychic energy spent.

Level 2: Flame Thrower
Heat Sense: You can now detect Targets within 20ft of you. In addition to your other
abilities, you can visibly see where a person has been or if objects have been touched by the
residual heat. This also allows you to tell how long ago certain things happened (e.g. how
long a car has been parked, a gun fired, or a corpse has been dead). After more than a few
hours most heat trails run completely cold. You can also raise your core body temperature
with ease to resist the elements. If you are in cold weather, you can spend a psychic energy
to count as one clothing level higher for 24 hours.

Firebolt: You can send a firebolt flying from your hands that deals 1d6 fire damage for
every psychic energy spent, and ignites targets applying 1 burn per bolt (this power’s test
pool is your Mancie pool vs. their Dex save, instead of the standard test pool). Practice with
fire has resulted in an ability to create hotter flames, giving your Pyromantic attacks AP1.
Without spending psychic energy, you are able to slightly absorb fire around you. Gain
level 1 resistance against Fire damage.

Level 3: Arsonist
Heat Sense: You can detect Targets within 35ft of you. You can also sense the outline of a
target; you know the size and shape of an entity behind walls within 35ft of you. In
addition, if you can sense them with your heat sense you can target them with Spawn
Combustion.
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Fire Eater: Without spending psychic energy you are able to absorb fire around you. Once
per short rest, you can use your Standard action to put out a small open flame and gain 1
point of psychic energy from the fire. This can remove all stacks of burning on a target,
including yourself. You can use this ability to put out flames as many times as you want,
however, you only gain the psychic energy once per short rest. Mastery over fire has given
you level 2 resistance against fire damage and 1 level of resistance against cold damage.

Spawn Combustion: Using a Standard action, you can manifest flames within line of sight.
For 1 psychic energy you can make a small ball of flame, for 2 a campfire, 3 a bonfire, 4 or
greater can set whole rooms ablaze. If you attempt to ignite a target, that target receives a
saving throw, if they succeed, nothing happens. If they fail the saving throw they take 1d6
fire damage and 1 burn for every psychic energy spent, as they erupt in flames.

Magnetism (Int)
“Hahaha, you think there is a prison in the world that can hold me?”

- Perdita L. Willowy
Uncommon (1)

System
Magnetism can be used on anything magnetic within the range of your senses,

including senses granted by supernatural abilities. This means if you can see, taste, smell,
hear, or sense the metal, you can bend them to your will. This power only works on
magnetic metals and does not work with other metals, such as copper or Soul Metal. All
abilities used by Magnetism are considered slick unless obviously not subtle (like throwing a
door nail through someone’s head). Once you buy any level in this power you cannot buy
any level in Telekinesis.

Contested Roll Pool: Magnetism tests are Int mod + psychic energy spent vs. Int mod or
Sunder DC

Level 1: Ferromagnetism
Magnetic Sense: You sense any metal which includes a large amount of iron or nickel
(including steel) within 10ft of you. You can also detect the inner workings of a single
metallic object you touch at a time. You can spend a psychic energy to double your Int mod
to repair, knowledge mechanics, disable device, and craft (anything dealing with
ferromagnetic metal).

Basic Magnetics: You can manipulate metal as if it was in your hands. By spending a
standard action and a psychic energy you can attempt a disable device check, pick locks
without lockpicks, change the time on a clock, etc. that is within the range of your senses,
including line of sight.

Level 2: Electromagnetism
Magnetic Sense: The range of your magnetic sense increases to 20 ft. Your attunement for
magnetism now allows you to feel the light pulse of electromagnetic waves and slight
vibrations in metal. You can spend a psychic energy and roll a listen check to try to hear
conversations happening over phone lines, telegraph wires, and other unshielded
communications if they are within your Magnetic Sense.
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Note: if you are in an area with a lot of audio traffic tapping into a wire like this is
akin to trying to listen to a whisper in a crowded room. Also, some messages can be
sent encoded and this power does not automatically decipher the transmission for you.

Novice Magnetics: You can use your Standard action to manipulate objects within your
sense range, as well as move an object as if it were in your hand, at the cost of one psychic
energy per ten minutes. Common applications might include opening a door from across the
room, causing a gun to fire or jam, snag someone's purse, pull the pin on a grenade, or drive
a car from the back seat.

Flick: You can cause a small object you are capable of manipulating to accelerate with
surprising speed and accuracy. Make an attack roll using any magnetic object small enough
to fit in your hand, dealing 1d8 piercing damage per PE spent. Your attack bonus is your
intelligence modifier plus the number of psychic energy spent.

Level 3: Induction
Magnetic Sense: The range of your magnetic sense increases to 30 ft and you always know
the temperature of the metal you sense. In addition, you can spend a psychic energy and a
minute of concentration to feel a complete system connected by metal (telegraph wires, a
whole train, the metal reinforcements in a building, etc.). This sense is still limited if the
system is miles long, and you may have to use this ability multiple times to get a full picture
of the system.

Induction Sculpting: You can heat and shape any
metal within your sense range. Use a standard
action and spend a psychic energy to make ranged
sunder attacks on metal objects. You may also
spend a standard action and 1 psychic energy to
melt a chunk of metal up to the size of a human
fist over the course of one round. If a target is
wearing or holding a metal object, you can
maintain concentration on this object by
spending a bonus action each round to deal
1d4 fire damage until they drop or take
off the metal object.

Palm: You can now spend a
psychic energy to move and
attack with objects large
enough to be carried in two
hands (a large pipe, pot of
boiling gold, automatic rifle,
etc). Make an attack roll
using any magnetic object
that must be carried in two
hands, dealing 1d8
bludgeoning damage per
PE spent.
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Equipment

Weapons
Weapon Proficiency: If you are not proficient in a weapon type you receive a -4 to attack
rolls when using that weapon.

Weapon Types
Ranged: Revolvers, Pistols, Shotguns, Rifles, Machine Guns, Heavy Weapons, and Bows/
Blowguns
Melee: Fist Weapons, Single Handed, Two Handed
Other: Unarmed, Thrown, Exotic Weapons, and Explosives

Universal Weapon Properties
Armor Piercing (AP): A weapon with AP removes one stack of DR for the damage type it
does (e.g. If you have an AP1 Bludgeoning weapon, and attack someone with DR2 vs.
Bludgeoning, damage is calculated as though they only have DR1).
Heavy: You must have a minimum strength score of 14 to use this weapon. You use your
strength score to wield this weapon. Heavy weapons are always two-handed.
Overt: You cannot hide this type of weapon.
Slick: You gain a +4 to checks involving hiding this weapon in the environment or on your
person.
Two-handed: You must use two hands to effectively wield a two-handed weapon.
Unwieldy: You must have a minimum strength score of 18 to use this weapon. You use your
strength score to wield this weapon. Unwieldy weapons are always two-handed.

Ranged Weapons Only
Jam-less: This weapon cannot jam; it only fails on a natural 1 due to misfiring.
Long Ranged: When shooting within 30ft you gain no ability bonus to attack rolls.
Rifle: Innately has AP1. AP listed is the total AP of the weapon.
Spread: Allows you to target two targets with one shot, if they are within 5 feet of one
another. Spread weapons are used for close quarters combat, so their range is limited.

Melee Weapons Only
Finesse: This weapon uses your Dexterity modifier, rather than Strength modifier, for attack
and damage rolls.
Thrown: These weapons are balanced for throwing.

Additional Effects
Bleed: Add the indicated stacks of bleed to the target.
Burn: Add the indicated stacks of burn to the target.
Poison: Add the indicated stacks of poison to the target.
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Ranged Weapons
Name Dmg

Type
Ammo Capacity Dmg Crit

Mod
Range Properties Wt.

In Lbs.
Price

Revolvers

.22 Cal
Revolver

P .22 7 1d4 x5 60ft Jamless 2.5 $10

.45 Cal
Revolver

P .45 6 2d6 x2 60ft Jamless 4 $12

Pistols
9mm Pistol P 9mm 10 1d10 x2 60ft N/A 2.5 $26

.50 Cal
Pistol

P .50 6 2d8 x2 60ft Heavy 5 $28

Shotguns - All Shotguns are Considered Two-Handed

Pump
Shotgun,
12g

P 12g 6 3d6 x2 20/60 ft
Buck/
Slug

Spread,
Overt

7 $50

Double
Barrel
Shotgun,
12g

P 12g 2 3d6 x2 20/60 ft
Buck/
Slug

Spread,
Overt,
Jameless

6 $40

Rifles - All Rifles are Considered Two-Handed

.308 Bolt
Action
Rifle

P .308 4 2d8 x3 800ft Long
ranged,
Overt, AP
2

8 $100

Bows and Blowguns - All Bows are Considered Two-Handed

Recurve
Bow

P Arrow 1 1d6 x3 300ft AP1 4 $25
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Melee Weapons
Name Dmg

Type
Ammo Capacity Dmg Crit

Mod
Range Properties Wt.

In Lbs.
Price

Fist

Brass
Knuckles

B N/A N/A 1d4 x2 5ft Slick 0.5 lbs $2

Single Handed
Knife S N/A N/A 1d6 x2 5ft N/A 0.5 lbs $2

Stiletto P N/A N/A 1d4 x3 5ft Slick,
Finesse

0.5 lbs $2

Baseball
Bat

B N/A N/A 1d6 x2 5ft N/A 2 lbs $1

Two-Handed

Staff B N/A N/A 1d8 x2 5ft Slick 2 lbs $2

Sledge-
Hammer

B N/A N/A 1d12 x2 5ft Overt,
Heavy

8 lbs $12

Thrown

Throwing
Knife

P N/A N/A 1d6 x2 20ft Thrown,
Finesse

0.5 lb $2

Throwing
Axe

B N/A N/A 1d8 x2 20ft Thrown 3.0 lb $4
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Armor
Armor Name Armor

Type
Damage
Resistance

Properties Penalty Price

Flak Jacket L DR 1: P N/A N/A $7
Trench Coat L DR 1: S N/A N/A $5
Padded
Leather

L DR 1: B N/A N/A $3

Asbestos Coat L DR 1: Fire N/A N/A $10
Bullet Proof
Vest

M DR 2: P, S Overt Must be Pro (or gain no bonus
to attack rolls and all penalties).
-5ft movement speed, unless
you have 14 Strength.

$14

Riot Armor M DR 2: S, B Overt Must be Pro (or gain no bonus
to attack rolls and all penalties).
-5ft movement speed, unless
you have 14 Strength.

$28
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Goods and Services
Clothing Communications

Tailored, high end Tux/Dress: 25.00+
Clerical or Business suit/Dress: 18.00
Middle Class/Bank Teller suit/ Dress: 12.50
Sports coat: 5.95
Tailored dress pants: 6.95
Dress pants: 3.95
Well made Trench coat: 4.95
Fancy silk vest: 2.50
Workers’ wool coat: 1.00
Jeans: 0.95
Straw hat: 0.45
Deer skin hat: 1.75
Silk tie: 0.25
Button up shirt: 0.50
High end shoes: 10.00
Regular shoes: 5.00
Cheap shoes: 2.00

Telegram: 0.50 per paragraph
In city Telephone call at phone booth: 0.25
per minute
Out of city Telephone call at phone booth:
0.50 per minute
Postage (by lb.): 0.20/lb
Postage stamp: 0.03
Newspaper: 0.05
Desk phone to own: 15.95
HAM Radio setup: 23.95
Radio receiver Control: 48.95

Entertainment and media Housing and Lodging
Movie tickets indoors: 0.25
Movie drive in: 0.10
Pro Sports events: 1.00
Music hall: 1.25
Ballet: 2.00
Recorded player: 40.00
Blank records: 0.10
Records: 1.00-3.00
Violin with case: 38.00
Hand Camera: 20.00
Film (50 pictures): 3.95

Good hotel: 5.00/night
Average hotel: 3.00/night
Motel: 1.50/night
Middle Class House (Yearly)): 600.00
Rundown House (Yearly): 240.00
Good apartment (Monthly): 25.00
Studio (Monthly): 10.00

Alcohol Meals
Cocktail: 0.20
Fine bottle of wine: 1.75
Ale: 0.10
Whiskey (glass): 0.20
Whiskey (bottle): 1.00
Shot: 0.05

Canned Food: 0.02-0.10
Cheap Food: 0.25
Good Food: 1.00
Fancy Food: 5.00+

Illicit Services
Street Prostitute: 3.00/night
Brothel Prostitute: 2.00 - 4.00/night
Escort: 10.00 - 30.00/night
Assault: 50.00 dollars
Arson: 70.00 dollars
Kidnapping: 75.00 dollars
Murder: 120.00 dollars
Assassination: 500.00 - 10,000.00 dollars

Bouncer: 5.00 dollars/day
Private Security: 10.00 dollars/day
Private Investigation: 100.00 or 15.00/day
Rum Runner: 3.00 - 7.00 dollars/job
Private Messenger: 1.00 - 5.00 dollars/job
Clean Up Crew: 25.00 - 100.00 dollar
Robbery: 25.00 dollars
Heist: 150.00 - 5,000.00 dollars
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Backgrounds
Blue Collar Worker

Description: Blue Collar workers are typically field hands, farmers, rural town workers,
truckers, janitors, cooks, construction workers, etc. They are touted as the backbone of the
southwest, but really they are the major backbone of the world at large. Blue Collar workers
have a wide range of jobs and skill sets.
Yearly salary: $1,200 - $3,000
Starting Resources: $200 dollars in savings, low income house or apartment
Associated factions: Freemen, Cults, Anarchists, Criminals, Independent, Local Government,
etc.

Gray Collar Worker
Description: Gray Collar workers are typically maintenance, factory workers, electricians,
Plumbers, or other working in a large company or small business. Due to their skill set, it's
easier to keep them under company roofs. They will always have work to be done.
Yearly salary: $1,000 - $3,500
Starting Resources: $200 faction owned housing or low-end apartment, faction owned car or
a low end car
Associated Factions: Grey's, Independent, Etc.

Scarlet Workers
Description: Scarlet workers are typically sex-workers, drug dealers, bodyguards, bouncers,
thieves, etc. They exist either in the underbelly of the society or fulfilling the needs of the
elite. They know more personal secrets then they let on.
Yearly salary: $600 - $4,000
Starting Resources: $150 dollars in savings, Low End apartment, luxury goods, and one low
quality firearm or good quality melee weapon.
Associated Factions: Anarchists, Cults, Criminals, Independent, etc.

Agent
Description: Agents are contract workers that usually have high levels of autonomy. These
people are usually government agents, insurance agents, renowned private investigators, etc.
Agents may work alone or in teams, with little oversight compared to other professions. Most
of them are freelance and depending on their work their pay may vary drastically year to
year.
Yearly salary: $4,000 - $7,000
Starting Resources: $1,000 dollars in savings, low level office area, good weapon, low end
apartment or house, and good car.
Associated Factions: Central Government, Church, Freemen, Ellsons, Greys, Hunters Guild,
Independent.

Doctor
Description: Doctors are professionals that are meant to heal and discover. They work in
offices, hospitals, clinics, morgues, etc.
Yearly salary: $3,500 - $15,000
Starting Resources: $800 dollars in savings, work location, medical kit or similar kit for your
profession, good house or apartment, and a good car.
Associated Factions: Central Government, Local Government, Military, Freemen, Ellsons,
Greys, Independent, Church.
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Major Factions
The Government: The Government is run in name by the National Republic House, which
consists of five representatives from each District (Anarchist or otherwise). In reality it is
ruled by the Council of Thirteen, never seen but always felt. The Council influences
everything though Cerberus, the heads of the Agents, National Police, and Paranormal
Research division. The Government fights against disorder, watches the Mages, chains the
Mancers, and makes sure the nightmares of the world remain at its fringes.

Church of the Twin Gods: When the twin Martyrs gave their lives for Unity no one
thought the Church of the Twin Gods would be the result. However, hundreds of years later,
the followers of Nyx, Goddess of Chaos, and Darium, God of Order, find themselves sharing
the same roof. The unified church dominates the Central Districts, but more fringe Darium
and Nyxian cults can be found on the fringes preaching radical beliefs. On the whole the
Church values balance of person, where both God and Goddess have equal influence.
Therefore, many within The Church try to make themselves more androgynous and
hermaphrodites are valued and groomed with care by clergy.

Greys: A lineage born out of pragmatism, the Greys are a family who have become the
leaders in industry, science, medicine, philosophy, art, and more. Grey's try to breed with
whoever is a protege in their field, no matter what that field is. For this reason, the Grey
family is highly mixed in race and social origin. Even Darkleechers and Exalted have made
their way into the family. Pragmatic, brilliant, odd, eccentric, dedicated. All these words can
be used to describe the Greys. Brutal, absentminded, and unethical are also words that
describe many in the family.

Ellsons: An old family, so ancient in origin their history has been lost even to themselves.
Ellsons own the majority of the banks in all Districts. This gives them the finances to stay in
power, even in places where they’re unwanted. Generationally minded, they’ve invested in
mining precious stones and metals, acquiring art and artifacts, and most recently historical
research. They enact their power through their banks, schools of Mathematics, and Tax
Collectors - persons trained since childhood to calculate risk and reward on a deadly level
and see that debts are paid in gold or blood.

Freemen: The Freemen fought long and hard for their place in the world. Darkleechers who
unified after several wars, the Freemen hold the major crop producing Districts in Acheron.
With permission from the Government of course. They value their space, preferring to live a
more rural lifestyle. Art, history, and a varied culture are important to the Freemen who feel
they have been suppressed for generations. Freemen live their lives outside the Central
Districts farming, fishing, shipping, and more. This, and their innate connection to the
magical planes, makes them more likely to partake in magical rituals, spirit healing, and
other customs many Humans don’t believe in.

Historians of Galilee: An ancient cult of Historians and Researchers. They are perhaps the
only group as Dogmatic about studying ancient artifacts and technology as the Greys. While
the study of history was banned for generations, the Historians of Galilee disobeyed,
researched, discovered, and were executed for it. Now that the Reclamation Act has passed
and History is open to study once more, many have joined the ranks of the Historians.
Universities of all types employ their ranks as professors and researchers. Their dogmatism is
feared by many who think history should be laid to rest, and the Church of the Twin Gods
see them as a religious cult. On an individual level however, the Historians seem to want
one thing above all else, truth.
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Hunters Guild: Hunters dedicate themselves to the study and extermination of all kinds of
dangerous beasts. People from all walks of life become Hunters. Many Greys, Ellsons,
servants, and farmers have walked the same halls and hunted the same game, all without
care for their previous station. Hunters keep the world safe in a way the Government tries,
but often fails to. They mostly operate within the law, but will do whatever is necessary if a
Beast needs slain.

Wexler Investigation Agency: A relatively new faction on the playing field. The Wexler
Investigation Agency gives other factions the strong-arm the big players have always
enjoyed, for a price of course. Their ranks are ex-cops, private investigators, magicians,
Mancers, and even Exalted. The pay is good and morals loose. While they would never
admit it, the Wexlers deal in death just as much as security and investigation.
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Statuses
Negative Physical Statuses

Asphyxiation: You cannot breathe, black and white spots dot your vision as your lungs
burn, threatening to explode. Take 1d4 temporary constitution damage for each round you
are Asphyxiated. If you are reduced to 3 Constitution or below in this way, you become
unconscious. If you are reduced below -3 Constitution, you die.

Bleeding: Bleed deals physical damage equal to the current number of stacks of bleed. Bleed
stacks are reduced by one each round (e.g. you successfully hit a target with a weapon
which has Bleed 3, applying 3 stacks of bleed. Your target takes 3 bleeding damage at the
end of their next turn, then remove 1 stack, taking 2 damage at the end of the turn after
that). They take bleed damage until they die or the bleed stacks fall off to 0. Additionally,
critical strike modifiers effect bleed.

Blinded: You are blinded by natural or supernatural means. You cannot see anything
around you. However, you can still hear, smell, and feel. While blinded you gain no bonus
to attack, EVA, saving throws, etc. unless you have a merit or ability that states otherwise.

Burning: Burn applies damage over time, for every round something is on fire, add 1d4 die
until the end of the duration (e.g. 2 burn means a target will burn for 2 rounds. They take
1d4 fire damage the first round and 2d4 damage on the second round). People and creatures
can put themselves out every by performing Stop-Drop-and-Roll as a full round action. Burn
is not affected by critical modifiers.

Deafened: You are rendered Deaf by natural or supernatural means. All your other senses
function normally, but you may have severe ringing in your ears or hear nothing at all.
You cannot gain the benefits of Abilities that require hearing, you cannot use the Listen skill,
and you have difficulty communicating verbally.

Diseased: When you become diseased you receive 1 stack of a specific disease. Every long rest
you will make a saving throw against the Disease DC. If you succeed, you remove a stack. If
you fail, another stack is added. For each stack of Diseased you receive -1 to all rolls.

Disabled: One of your limbs becomes disabled and you can no longer use that limb. In the
case of legs this reduces your movement speed by 10ft and your Dexterity bonus for saving
throws is halved, rounded down. If both legs are disabled you cannot move and receive no
Dexterity bonus to saving throws. If an arm is disabled it cannot be used and your Dexterity
bonus to skills is halved, rounded down. If both arms are disabled, you receive no Dexterity
bonus to skills. You must spend 30 minutes to remove 1 stack of disabled with a DC 15 heal
or knowledge medicine check.

Entangled: You cannot move and lose your Dexterity modifier to EVA, attacks, and
abilities, but not skills.

Fatigued: level 1: you gain no bonus from Attribute Scores when using skills. Level 2: you
gain no bonus from your Attribute Scores to your abilities. Level 3: you gain no bonus from
your Attribute Scores to your passive abilities (i.e.: EVA, HP, and Psychic Energy), in
addition you gain no benefit from ranks in your skills. level 4: you become comatose for 1d6
days. Level 5, you die. Fatigued stacks cannot be reduced by abilities or the use of Cleansed
Mind/Cleansed Body.
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Nauseated: You feel nauseous, the world sways as you walk and your stomach retches.
Your movement is reduced by half, rounded up.

Paralyzed: You are paralyzed. You immediately fall prone and cannot take actions (as if
stunned) though you are aware of your surroundings. You cannot make any Dexterity or
Strength saving throws but can make all other saving throws.

Poisoned: poison does 1d4 damage each round. Every stack of poison extends the duration
(e.g. if a target is damaged with a Poison 2 weapon, they receive 2 stacks of Poison. This
means they take 1d4 Poison damage for 2 rounds).

Prone: You gain +4 to EVA against ranged attacks and a -4 to EVA against melee attacks.
It requires half of your movement, rounded down, to get up.

Sickened: You’re physically ill, hot flashes and chills rack your body. Your fever spikes and
your insides tumble. Receive -1 to all rolls.

Unconscious: You are unconscious. You cannot take actions or make saving throws.

Critical Condition: You fall Unconscious and your character will remain unconscious until
someone makes a DC 15 heal or knowledge medicine roll to stabilize them.

Negative Mental Statuses
Catatonic: You become catatonic with no true awareness of your surroundings. While your
eyes may still see, and your ears still hear, your brain cannot fully comprehend the input.
You can make no actions while in this state other than move 5 ft.

Confused: You gain no bonus to attack rolls. If you roll a natural 1 you must choose to do
damage to yourself or an ally and on a critical success (like a natural 20) you must reroll
and take the new result.

Dazed: Your body becomes heavy and your mind severely clouded. Any action you take on
your turn is considered a full round action and you may not make reactions.

Flanked: If a target is flanked, meaning there are opponents on either side of them, they
receive no Dexterity bonus to EVA.

Frenzied: You lose all mental awareness and you are unable to cast spells, Mancies, or use
mental abilities. While Frenzied must attack the nearest person or animal, regardless of
previous friendship, alignment, agreement, etc. for the duration of the status effect.

Hallucinating: You are hallucinating. You have no sense of what is tangible or not. You
lose your Attribute Score bonus on attacks, abilities, and skills. In addition, you roll a 50/50
to determine if you take double sanity damage or half while Hallucinating.

Panicked: You can only take one action per turn; it may not be a full-round action. You still
retain the ability to use your reaction. At the end of every round, you may roll a DC 15, or
other stated Wisdom save, to no longer be panicked.
.
Stunned: You are incapacitated for a number of rounds indicated by the level of the effect
(e.g. Stun 2 incapacitates a character for 2 full rounds). Stunned targets do not receive
bonuses to EVA or saving throws and are not aware of their surroundings for the duration.
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Positive Statuses
Slightly Obscured: You are slightly obscured. All attack rolls made into slightly obscured
areas receive -2. Spot checks into slightly obscured areas also receive -2.

Heavily Obscured: You are heavily obscured. All attack rolls made into heavily obscured
areas receive -4. Spot checks into slightly obscured areas also receive -4. Anyone can make a
stealth check when Heavily Obscured.

Invigorated: You gain +1 to all saving throws, combat rolls, and skill checks.

Encouraged: You gain +2 to an Attribute Score up to your cap.

Cleared Mind: Remove one mental status or take one less stack of a mental status.

Cleansed Body: Remove one physical status or take one less stack of a physical status.

Clarity: You gain +1 to EVA and +2 to initiative.

Stubborn: You cannot be Frenzied or Panicked.

Well rested: The first level of fatigue you would gain is negated.

Rules
Skill Checks

In Acheron a character will have approximately 9 Trained skills. These skills make
characters specialized for certain tasks. Hurdles that players must overcome are oftentimes
not in the form of an enemy, but instead in the form of a skill check. Skill checks are a tool to
test your character and how good they are at their specializations.

For example, say you are performing a heist for the Ellison’s to retrieve a stolen
diamond. Your friends are the expert lockpicks and fighters and you are the getaway driver.
They come rushing out of the back door, diamond in hand, and jump into the car. You can
hear police sirens blaring from up and down the street. You put the pedal to the metal and
the Archivist says, “make a drive check.” You roll a D20 and look at your Drive skill. You
have 4 ranks in drive, a +3 modifier to the relevant Attribute Score (Dexterity in the case of
Drive), and you rolled a 14. Adding it all together you rolled a 14+4+3 = 21. Even though it
was tough to shake the cops (a DC 18 check) you manage it.

DC stands for Difficulty Class, and is a measure of how hard a task is. Generally, the
scale is relatively close to that listed below:

DC 1-5 = Trivial DC 6-10 = Easy DC 10-15 = Moderate DC 15-20 = Hard
DC 20-25 = Extreme DC 25-30 = Near Impossible DC 30+ = Almost Impossible

The Archivist decides how difficult a task is and it is up to your character to
overcome that task or have appropriate consequences. In addition to DC’s, there are also
contested rolls.
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Contested Rolls
Contested rolls occur between two characters, whether they be Player Characters or

Non-Player Characters when skills or other actions are performed against one another. For
example, if you lie to a guard and say you are associated with the press to get into a venue,
you must roll your Deception skill against their Sense Motive skill. You both roll and the one
who scores higher (after all bonuses are added) wins. If it is a tie, you both roll a D20
without bonus and whoever wins that roll is successful.

As mentioned earlier, you typically have 9 Trained skills in Acheron. If you do not
have the correct skill, you just roll a D20 alone and take the “flat” number plus any Attribute
Score modifier (positive or negative) you may have for contested rolls.

Actions
Taking an action in Acheron is simple. You will tell your Archivist that you do

something, such as inspect the contents of a barrel, and you will perform that action. The
game operates in real time until combat occurs, so action economy is generally not much of a
concern outside of combat. However, it is still important to keep in mind how much time
things will take. If you’re being chased through a warehouse, you’re not going to have the
time to empty out the barrel and sift through all its contents. You could say that you quickly
glance in the barrel, and you would see only the fish guts on top, even with a high
Investigation skill check. However, you then say you’re going to go arms deep into the guts
and see if there is anything inside. You roll another Investigation skill check, roll high, and
find the artifact your group has been searching for.

In other situations, such as a tense standoff your Archivist may have you use the
Action Economy, discussed below, even if you are not in combat. This is generally only done
during time sensitive moments.

Action Economy
Actions characters can do are broken up into 5 categories listed below.

Free Action: This is an action that takes a fraction of a second, like shouting help or
dropping an item.

Bonus Action: This is an action that takes approximately one second. You could say a
sentence, toss something to a friend, or turn on a flashlight.

Secondary Action: This is an action that takes approximately two seconds or can be done as
part of doing something else. You can draw and ready a weapon or help someone regain
their balance. If you move during combat, this action is also used and may be referred to as
the “move action.” You may use part of your move action, attack, and continue your
movement with the “Attack on the Move” Combat Maneuver.

Standard Action: This is an action that takes approximately 3 seconds. With this action you
can use your weapon, stand up if knocked down, or perform or help someone with a task
requiring a skill check.

Reaction: You make a reaction to someone else's action. You can only do this once per round
unless stated otherwise. Reactions are generally very fast 1 second actions.
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In combat, and sometimes in other situations, your Archivist will have you utilize the
action economy. The action economy is simply the different action categories explained
above. For example, you’re in a standoff, all persons involved have their weapons at the
ready. If you attack you would be starting combat. However, you could try to lie or bribe
your way out of the situation. The Archivist may say that doing so is a Standard Action so
it’s the only thing you can do while everyone else is trying to find their own way out of the
situation. Generally, this way of using the action economy will result in everyone being able
to do the same amount in the same amount of time.

Combat
Combat is cyclical in Acheron. Each character acts on their turn, the order of which is

determined by initiative rolls at the start of combat. Once every character has taken their
turn the Combat Round ends. Combat follows this sequence:

1. When combat begins, all combatants roll initiative (see Initiative below).

2. Determine which characters are aware of their opponents. These characters can act during
a surprise round. If all the characters are aware of their opponents, proceed with normal
rounds. See the “Surprise” section for more information.

3. After the surprise round (if any), all combatants are ready to begin the first normal
Combat Round.

4. Combatants act in initiative order (highest to lowest).

5. When every character has had a turn, the next Combat Round begins with the
combatant with the highest initiative, and steps 4 and 5 repeats until combat ends.

The Combat Round
Each turn represents approximately 6 seconds in the game world; there are 10 rounds

in a minute of combat. A Combat Round normally allows each character involved in a
combat situation to act unless it is the Surprise Round.

Each Combat Round begins with the character with the highest initiative result and
then proceeds in order. When a character's turn comes up in the initiative sequence, that
character performs his entire round's worth of actions [Standard, Secondary, Bonus and Free
Action].

A character can use a Reaction once per Combat Round. This can be done at any
time, by any combatant, no matter the initiative order (as long as they have not already
expended their Reaction this Combat Round).

Initiative
At the start of a battle, each combatant rolls initiative. Initiative is 1d20 + Dexterity

modifier + bonuses (such as those gained from Merits, Abilities, Spells, and other effects).
Characters act in order, counting down from the highest Initiative score to the lowest
Initiative score. In every Combat Round that follows, the characters act in the same order
(unless a character takes an action that results in his or her initiative changing).

If two or more combatants have the same Initiative roll result, the one with the
highest Dexterity Attribute Score acts first. If there is still a tie perform a contested d20 roll
without modifiers.

During combat some characters may be unable to make a hard decision or have a
certain status applied to them. Explanations of such details are provided below:
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Surprised: At the start of a battle, if there is a surprise round that a character is not acting in,
that character considered Surprised. They don’t receive their Dexterity bonus to EVA (if
any). They are also considered Surprised if they are attacked by an enemy that they were
not aware of (not just the surprise round).

Inaction: You do not take an action for the entire round (due to status effects, choice, etc.).
You still retain your initiative score for the duration of the encounter. If you truly desire,
Inaction is an optional way to end your turn.

Withholding an Action: You may withhold your action to any point in the initiative as
long as your characters round would have already passed. However, you must take your
turn once you’ve reached the bottom of the initiative. If there are multiple characters
withholding their action, the one with the highest initiative is forced to go first.

Surprise Round
When a combat starts, if one group of characters is unaware of the others, they are

normally Surprised. Sometimes characters from both sides may be Surprised. Determining
awareness may call for skill checks (generally Spot, Listen, or Sense Motive).

The Surprise Round: If some but not all the combatants are aware of their opponents, a
surprise round occurs before regular combat rounds begin. In initiative order (highest to
lowest), combatants who started the battle aware of their opponents each take a normal
turn. If no one or everyone is surprised, no surprise round occurs.

Unaware Combatants: Combatants who are unaware at the start of battle don't get to act
in the surprise round. Unaware combatants are considered Surprised (see above).

Dealing and Receiving Damage
Attack Roll

An attack roll represents a character’s attempt to strike an opponent. When a
character makes an attack roll, you roll a d20 and add the character’s attack bonus (their
dexterity modifier for most ranged weapons, their dexterity or strength modifier for most
melee weapons, or their strength modifier for heavy weapons). If the result is greater than or
equal to the target's Evasion score, the attack hits and deals damage.

Critical Misses and Critical Hits: A natural 1 (the d20 comes up 1) on an attack roll is
always a critical miss. A natural 20 (the d20 comes up 20) is always a critical hit.

Critical Hits: If a character makes a critical hit on an enemy, they deal damage equal to
their normal attack die multiplied by the critical hit modifier. See multiplying damage
below. Note that most weapons, including unarmed attacks, have a critical modifier of x2.

Critical miss: If a character fails an attack by rolling a natural 1 then they may have
critically missed. This means their gun may jam, they may hit a friendly, or an explosive
goes off in their hand. It is generally up to the Archivist to decide what exactly occurs. They
may roll to see how bad the failure was (e.g. percentile dice do determine if it was a major
or minor failure).
Note: Critical failure tables will be included in future Betas.
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Dealing Damage
If your attack succeeds, you deal damage. The type of weapon used determines the

amount of damage you deal as well as the type of damage done (see damage types).
Damage reduces a target's current hit points. If you hit someone who has 0 hit points, they
will receive negative hit points and potentially die.

Base Damage: In the case of resistance levels, cover, etc. all damage is rounded down
However, damage cannot be rounded down below 1. This applies even to supernatural
immunities and immunity gained through DR.

Off-Hand Weapon: When a character deals damage with a weapon in their off hand, you
do not add any bonus from proficiencies or ability modifiers (if not proficient a character
receives a -4 to attack rolls). If the character has a penalty, the entire penalty still applies
(e.g. if a character has a -1 Strength modifier, they still receive -1 to their offhand melee
attacks).

Wielding a Weapon Two-Handed: Even if a character is wielding a weapon made for one
hand two-handed, they do not deal any extra damage. It is assumed that a character
always wields a weapon as efficiently as possible.

Multiplying Damage: Sometimes you multiply damage by some factor, such as on a critical
hit or when an enemy is vulnerable to a damage type. Roll the damage dice multiple times,
add up the result, and then add modifiers at the end. For example, if you score a critical hit
with a knife, you deal 1d6 x2 (roll 2d6) + modifiers for damage.

Ability Damage: Certain creatures and magical effects can cause temporary or permanent
ability damage (a reduction to an Attribute Score).

Taking Damage
When a character’s hit point total reaches 0, they are in Critical Condition. When

HP reaches –1, they are dying. When HP is reduced to a negative amount equal to their
racial hit die + their con mod, they are dead. Dead means dead.

In addition, if a character takes damage equal to half of their health or more in one
hit they must roll a DC 13 Con save or go into shock (become stunned for 1d4 rounds).

Taking Ability Damage
If a character takes ability damage from poisons, suffocation, casting, etc. and reaches

0 in that Attribute Score they enter a coma until you are fully recovered. If a character
takes ability damage until their Attribute Score reaches -3 or below that character dies.

Going Down and Getting Up
Once a character reaches 0 HP they must attempt to stabilize. This means rolling a

DC 13 Constitution saving throw or having someone perform a Heal skill check. Once a
character stabilizes, they need someone to perform a Heal skill check or use magic to get
them back on their feet.

Heal and Knowledge Medicine Checks: if someone tries to treat a character, they
may perform a heal check. Consult the table below for the relevant DC’s. During a long rest,
a character can attempt to double their hit die as they sleep (DC 15). If a person attempting
a heal or knowledge medicine check doesn’t have any supplies, they can’t heal beyond DC
15. A wound can only be healed once.
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DC 15 DC 15 DC 20 DC 25 DC 30
Stabilize Heal 1 HP Heal 1d4 HP Heal 1d6 HP Heal 1d8 HP

Healing During Long Rests
When a character takes a Long Rest, they roll their hit die (differs based on race /

pedigree) to regain health. You also add their constitution modifier to the regained health.
For instance, if a character has a hit die of 1d8 and a Constitution modifier of +3, they regain
1d8 +3 HP after a long rest.

Characters also receive a hit die to heal Attribute Score
damage. When healing Attribute Score damage use a character’s
hit die and add the modifier for the ability being healed (e.g. if a
character’s hit die is 1d6 and they have a +4 modifier to the
Attribute Score being healed, they regain 1d6+4 to that Attribute
Score).

Characters have a hit die for both health
restoration AND Attribute Score restoration every
night. However, these cannot be interchanged, so
even if a character took no Attribute Score damage
you cannot use that hit die to restore their health.

During Short Rests you do not have the
ability to regain health or ability damage in this
way. However, a character may make heal
checks, knowledge medicine checks, etc. to
attempt to regain some health.

Die Hard
If you were going to take damage equal

or less than your total maximum health, you
can take a permanent Flaw instead of taking the

damage. Flaws gained in this way do not count towards
the maximum number of Flaws a character can possess, and
you do not gain CP for Flaws gained in this way. You can
choose from one of the following. If a player cannot choose,
the Archivist can have them roll 1d6 and consult the table
below instead:
Note: your Archivist might force you to choose one of the
following based on story requirements or logic (e.g.
kidnappers have cut off your hand, you can’t say that you
lost an eye to save your hand).
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# Flaw Rules Description
1 Missing Limb - Arm Your character is missing an arm. You

can only use one handed weapons and
it takes you twice as long to do
anything that involves two hands.

Your character loses an arm. It
doesn’t have to be chopped off
right that second, but you’ll
have to get it amputated soon
or it will get infected and you
will die
.

2 Missing Limb - Leg Your character is missing a leg. Your
base movement is 10 ft and you can’t
jump.

Your character loses a leg. It
doesn’t have to be chopped off
right that second, but you’ll
have to get it amputated soon
or it will get infected and you
will die.

3 Capped Potential –
Physical

Take a -2 to the cap of one of your
physical Attribute Scores. If you take
cap damage to the same score multiple
times, the damage increases by -2 each
time. (e.g. the first time you take a -2 to
a Dex cap of 18, it becomes 16. The
second time you take a -4 to a Dex cap
of 16, it becomes 12).

Your wound has permanently
capped your potential. The
wound has damaged your
bones, joints, or muscle structure.
You are not dead, but you will
never be the same.

4 Capped Potential -
Mental

Take a -2 to the cap of one of your
mental Attribute Scores. If you take cap
damage to the same score multiple
times, the damage increases by -2 each
time. (e.g. the first time you take a -2 to
an Int cap of 18, it becomes 16. The
second time you take a -4 to an Int cap
of 16, it becomes 12).

Your wound has permanently
capped your potential. The
wound has damaged your looks
or your mind. You are not dead,
but you will never be the
same.

5 One Eyed You take a -2 EVA penalty in ranged
combat, and a -1 EVA penalty in melee
combat.

One of your eyes has been
utterly destroyed.

6 Amnesia If you suffer more than 15 points of
Sanity damage you must make a
Wisdom saving throw (DC 10). If you
fail, you have a relapse and lose all
your current memories.

You have suffered head trauma
and have lost all your
memories.

Die Hard allows you to live through an awful encounter, however it is not
sustainable to rely on and will slowly break your character down over time. Therefore, it is
important to be quick on your feet and avoid getting hit in the first place.
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Evasion (EVA)
Your Evasion (EVA) represents how hard it is for an enemy to get a solid hit on you.

An enemy must meet your EVA score to deal damage to you. Your EVA is equal to the
following:
10 + Dexterity modifier.

Note that some abilities will add on additional modifiers or replace the dexterity
modifier with a different Attribute Score’s modifier.

In certain cases, such as when you are surprised you will not add your dexterity
modifier or other modifiers to your EVA score. Having a high EVA score is important for
survival in Acheron, almost as important as keeping your wits about you and being
prepared.

Damage Resistance (DR)
In Acheron many different things, whether it be monsters and mages or criminals

and cannibals, will try to kill you. It is important not to get hit in the first place, but when
you inevitably do, you are going to want some Damage Resistance (DR) on your side.

Damage Resistance comes in 4 levels:

Resistance Level 1: You take ½ damage OR minimum die damage
Resistance Level 2: You take ¼ damage OR minimum die damage
Resistance Level 3: You take minimum die damage
Resistance Level 4: Immunity. You take 1 damage.

Note: The minimum amount of damage you can take, unless immune, is 1 x the
number of dice the weapon uses for damage (e.g. 2d4 = 2 Damage). If immune you
always take 1 damage when hit, even if it is a large initial amount, such as 5d12.

Damage Resistance is often listed against a certain damage type.

Damage Types
Slashing (S): This covers all sharp edged, cutting objects such as a kitchen cleaver or axe.
Piercing (P): This covers anything that would puncture, such as a stiletto or bullet.
Bludgeoning (B): This covers all hard knocking weapons such as fists and baseball bats.
Fire (F): If it’s flammable it can take fire damage.
Cold (C): If it’s freezable it can take cold damage.
Electric (E): Sparks and lightning both cause fires but only one will kill you outright.
Sanity (SA): If it tears at your concept of reality, then it’s probably sanity damage.
Magic (MA): This damage ignores all mundane armor and is not explainable in origin.
Psychic (PSY): If it tears at your mind itself it’s psychic damage. It ignores all armor and
resistances as long as the target has a mind.

All of these damage types may be encountered in Acheron and all of them can also be
protected against. The most common Damage Types and Damage Resistances are Slashing
(S), Piercing (P), and Bludgeoning (B). For example, a bulletproof vest will give you DR 2 vs
S and P. However, you may have to get more creative with your outfit to protect against
other types of damage, such as Electric (E).
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Armor Penetration (AP)
For all the different damage types there are ways to make them Armor Penetrating

(AP). For each level of AP, the DR of an object (such as cover or armor) is reduced by 1. For
example, if there is a sniper using AP1 ammunition and a sniper rifle (which has AP1
already due to the rifle keyword) their attacks have AP 2 Piercing damage. They shoot
someone who has a bulletproof vest (DR 2 vs S and P). Since the sniper has AP 2 Piercing
and the bulletproof vest DR 2 vs Piercing Damage, the sniper does normal damage. If the
sniper were to have AP 3, nothing different would happen since AP only reduces DR and
has no further effect. However, if the person being attacked had DR 3 while the sniper had
AP 2, then the sniper would only do half damage since, at the end of the day, the person
being shot would have DR 1 vs Piercing damage.

Cover Mechanics
When you are in Cover you gain a +2 EVA bonus.

Combat Maneuvers
General Combat Maneuvers

Attack on the Move: All characters can attack and move at any time during their turn. All
actions must be decided before any rolls are made. All characters can attack during their
movement as long as their target is within range.
Attack of Opportunity: When using a melee weapon, or proficient in unarmed attacks, if
an enemy attempts to move through your melee reach (either to pass you or escape you
after engaging) you may make an Attack of Opportunity using your reaction. There are
abilities that allow for Attacks of Opportunity under different circumstances.
Stop-Drop-and-Roll: You may use a full round action to go prone and remove up to 5 stacks
of Burn.

Melee Based Combat Maneuvers
Grapple: To grapple you must use your standard action to make a contested athletics or
acrobatics roll against your target.

Heavy Weapon Combat Maneuvers
Sunder: After a successful hit you can choose to Sunder armor or an item.

Note: Detailed sunder rules will be included in a later beta and the final game.

Ranged Combat Maneuvers
Aim: Use your Secondary Action to give yourself a +2 on your next attack.
Going Prone: You can use half your movement to Go Prone (lay on the ground). While
Prone you gain +4 to EVA against ranged attacks and a -4 to EVA against melee attacks.
Standing up from Prone requires half of your movement speed (i.e. you can use your
secondary action to stand from prone and move half of your movement speed in a single
round).
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Sanity system
A character can be hunted by the

actions or events that they witness or partake
in. When a character is aware of or partakes
in such events, they can lose their mind. This
is illustrated by our Sanity system. At
character creation you can pick what your
character is naturally Strong (DC 7), standard
(DC 10), and weak (DC 13) against in the
context of sanity Saves. This is to show how
your character's mind has adapted to the
world around them. You gain no bonus when
rolling a sanity save, you make an
unmodified d20 roll against the source of your
Stress.

Sanity is divided into three different
types:
Violence: action of killing someone, seeing a
body in the street, etc.
Mortality: torturing someone, being tortured,
killing a kid, taboo social actions, etc.
Supernatural: seeing an otherworldly being,
nightmares of another realm, etc.

Sanity Damage
When your mind is under too much

stress to cope with events you take sanity
damage. When you take sanity damage your
mind is slowly (or rapidly) fraying at the
edges. Your sanity total represents how much
mental punishment you can take before you
become absolutely insane. If your character
reaches 0 sanity your character becomes a
Non-Player Character (NPC).

Every time you lose 10 or more sanity,
you roll 1d6 to see if you gain a Virtue or
Flaw. For instance, if you are reduced from
90 to 80 SA, you roll 1d6. If the d6 shows a 1
or a 2, you gain a new flaw. If the d6 shows
a 6, you gain a virtue. If the d6 shows a 3, 4,
or 5, nothing else happens. You can work
with your Archivist to determine an
appropriate virtue or flaw, or you can roll for
it randomly (see below). Virtues and Flaws
gained in this way do not count towards the
maximum number of Merits and Flaws a
character can possess. You do not gain CP for
Flaws gained in this way.

Places of Power
Places of Power are locations with a

wealth of emotional attachment, historical
or modern, that have spawned them into
existence. Some are obvious, such as the
Cathedrals of the Twin Gods, while others
are older, more subtle.

To sense a Place of Power which is
unknown to a player they must make a
1d20 without any modifiers. If they have
Sensitive, they may roll twice.

Above is a guideline for the chance
a character has to notice a Place of Power.
However, as mentioned, some are harder to
sense and the Archivist may modify the
DC for anyone, in any way they wish.
Usually this will be by making it so certain
Sanity levels cannot sense certain places of
power. For example, none above 50 Sanity
may sense the remains of a witches Coven.

Sanity
level

Flaw
Range

Virtue
Range

Chance to Sense
Place of Power

100+ 1 6 20

90-99 1 - 2 6 20

80-89 1 - 2 6 19-20

70-79 1 - 2 6 19-20

60-69 1 - 3 6 18-20

50-59 1- 3 6 18-20

40-49 1 - 3 6 17-20

30-39 1 - 4 5-6 17-20

20-29 1 - 4 5-6 16-20

10-19 1 - 5 6 16-20

0-9 1 - 5 6 15-20
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# Virtue Flaws

1 Resistant:
-2 to the sanity DC against the source of
sanity damage (e.g. creature type or
organization).

Weak:
+2 to the sanity DC against the source of
damage. (i.e. creature type or
organization)

2 Unbreakable:
Roll your weakest sanity score each day. If
you are successful gain one of the
following statuses for 1d8 hours:
Envigored, Encouraged, or Clear Minded

Nervous Breakdown:
Roll your weakest sanity score each day. If
you fail gain one of the following statuses
for 1d12 hours:
Dazed, Hallucinating, or Sickened.

3 Inner Strength:
Raise your sanity cap by 10

Inner Burden:
Lower your sanity cap by 10.

4 Fanatic:
You gain resistance 1 against sanity
damage taken from the source of the
original damage (e.g. creature type or
organization).

Squeamish:
You gain vulnerability against sanity
damage taken from the source of the
original damage (e.g. creature type or
organization).
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Losing sanity
As your character exists in the world traumatic experiences begin to fracture their

mind. The mental stress of situations and your actions push your character towards insanity.
You generally only lose sanity once per scene or combat. However, the Archivist can
determine to do more or less damage or make multiple Sanity checks.

Note: the following is not a complete list of situations that will result in Sanity
damage. It is a guideline for Archivists to use at their own discretion.

Action or Situation Sanity die damage Sanity save type

Killing an unarmed loved one 4d6 Violence or Morality (choose
weakest)

Seeing someone being burned
alive

1d10 Violence or Morality (choose
weakest)

Killing a person for the first time 4d6 Violence

Killing a person with intent to
harm you

1d6 Violence

Killing someone in self-defense 1d4 Violence

Beating someone with your bare
hands, but leaving them alive.

1 or 2 sanity damage Violence

Torturing someone 1d8 Morality

Being Tortured 1d6 Morality

Being intimidated or humiliated 1d4 Morality

Seeing magic for the first time 1d8 Supernatural

Seeing someone use magic to kill
someone

1d8 Supernatural

Seeing someone use unfamiliar
magic

1d4 Supernatural

Seeing a ghost 1d4 Supernatural

Anything involving children Up the die code and/or
add a die

Any
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Sanity Recovery or Respite
Your character can rest and be kind to themselves to regain sanity. Either in game or in
between game sessions, you can do some of the following things to make an attempt to
regain sanity. When you character is doing the following, they make a sanity check against
the thing that they took sanity damage from last (e.g. John is petting his animal to regain
sanity from a violent act he did earlier in the day. John makes another sanity check against
his violence DC. If he succeeds, he gains 1 sanity point. If he fails, nothing happens). This
system is to quantify the use of coping mechanisms to relieve mental trauma (not necessarily
fix it).

Action Time Times you can use it
per week

Sanity regained

Petting an animal
you like

30 seconds or more Twice 1, 2 if it is your pet.

Praying/Meditating Variable Twice 2

Socializing with
friends

At least 2 hours Once 1d4

Professional help 1 hour Twice. When you go
to therapy the sanity
save is always a DC
of 10.

1d6
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Bestiary
Creature Keywords

Creature Type
Natural: Immune to its own poison, disease, etc. (if applicable).
Phasing: Exists slightly out of phase, gaining +2 EVA.
Spirit: Immune to Fatigue. Resistant 1 to all physical damage (counts as magical resistance).
Vulnerable to Mercury.
Demon: Immune to Necromancy. Resistant 1 to S, P, B and Fire damage. Vulnerable to
Gold.
Eldritch: Immune to Sanity damage. Resistant 1 to Electric damage, Cold damage, and
Psychic damage. Vulnerable to Wall Shards.

Rarity Keywords
Very Common: The creature or thing can be found with relative ease.
Common: The creature or thing can be found with relative ease if you know where to find
it.
Uncommon: The creature or thing is hard to find, even if you know where to find it.
Rare: The creature or thing is hard to find or to summon, even if you know where to find it.
These creature’s populations are very limited.
Very Rare: There are only a handful of this creature or object in the world.

Size Keywords
Small: Base EVA: = 13
Medium: Base EVA: = 10
Large: Base EVA: = 7

Aggression Level Keywords
Non-aggressive: They will only attack if provoked.
Aggressive: They are easily provoked and will take hostile action.
Fanatic: They wish to kill you more than they wish to live.

Basic Tactics keywords
Ambusher: They will hide, wait, and strike when you least expect it. Avoids drawn out
fights.
Brawler: Gets up close and personal, tries to do the most damage to one person as possible
before moving to the next.
Cheat: Will use any tactic to let your guard down and kill you.
Sniper: Keeps their distance as much as possible. Will retreat if you get too close.
Mixed: Will engage at any distance, striking the most opportune or tactically sound enemy.
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Creatures
Brown Bear

Category 2
Keywords: Natural, Common, Large, Aggressive, Brawler
Description: Brown bears are large, fast, and can be aggressive if approached. he best way to
avoid brown bear attacks while in their territory is to travel in groups. If attacked, it has
been reported that playing dead is the best way to survive.
Motive: Brown bears are motivated by mating, protecting young, and hunger.
Environment: Like black bears, brown bears are generally found in the forested districts.

Str 22, Dex 14, Con 26, Int 4, Wis 8, Cha 12
HP: 40
SA: 40
EVA: 12
Movement: 40 ft
Hit Chance: +6
Damage: Claws: (1d6 + 6) S, Bite: (1d8 +6) P - AP 1
Resistances/Vulnerabilities: DR 1 vs S, P, and B.
Abilities: Relentless 2
Skills: N/A
Languages: N/A

Wolves

Category 1
Keywords: Natural, Very Common, Medium, Aggressive, Cheat
Description: Wolves can vary in size and color widely depending on region. Most wolves
travel in packs with an Alpha, it is not unheard of for them to travel alone, in pairs, or in
trios. Usually the smaller packs, while seemingly less dangerous, are more desperate and
therefore may be more likely to attack humans.
Motive: Protecting territory, protecting young, hunger.
Environment: Wolves live in a wealth of environments, including forest, tundra, mountains,
deserts, and cities.

Str 14,Dex 18, Con 14, Int 4, Wis 8, Cha 12
HP: 13
SA: 40
EVA: 14
Movement: 40 ft
Hit Chance: +4
Damage: Bite: (1d8+4) P - AP 1
Resistances/Vulnerabilities: N/A
Abilities: Call Out, Marked, Relentless 1. [See Abilities for details].
Skills: Stealth +5, Survival +10
Languages: N/A
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Street Thug

Category 1
Keywords: Human, Common, Medium, Aggressive, Brawler
Description: A common street thug. While they come in a wide variety of flavors it’s easy
enough to pick them out in almost any city or situation.
Motive: Money, food, or personal power
Environment: Any medium or larger urban setting. This can be a town with as few as
10,000 citizens or a mega-city of several millions.

Str 12, Dex 10, Con 10, Int 8, Wis 10, Cha 10
HP: 8
SA: 45
EVA: 10
Movement: 30ft
Hit Chance: +2
Damage: Baseball Bat: (1d8 +1) B, Stiletto: (1d4 + 1) P
Resistances/Vulnerabilities: DR 1 vs S or P or B (choose 1).
Abilities: Proficiency Melee, Relentless 1 OR Reckless 1
Skills: Knowledge: Streetwise +4, Intimidate +3
Languages: Standard, 50/50 chance of knowing Leacher

Gang leader

Category 1
Keywords: Human, Common, Medium, Aggressive, Sniper
Description: Gang leaders could have been successful in a different line of work. They’re often
fairly wise and know how to manage people and an operation.
Motive: Money, food, or personal power
Environment: Any medium or larger urban setting. This can be a town with as few as
10,000 citizens or a mega-city of several millions.

Str 10, Dex 14, Con 14, Int 11, Wis 14, Cha 14
HP: 10
SA: 55
EVA: 12
Movement: 30ft
Hit Chance: +3
Damage: 9mm Pistol: (1d10+0) P
Resistances/Vulnerabilities: DR 1 vs S or P or B (choose 1).
Abilities: Proficiency/Focus Pistols, Rapid Shot, Call Out, Marked. [See Charisma Abilities for
details].
Skills: Spot +6, Intimidate +6, Knowledge Streetwise +6, Sense Motive +5
Languages: Standard, 50/50 chance of knowing Leacher
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Police Officer/Security Guard

Category 1
Keywords: Human, Common, Medium, Non-Aggressive, Sniper/Brawler
Description: Police officers, security guards, bodyguards, and others can be found anywhere,
anytime.
Motive: Money, Honor, Justice
Environment: Any urban or rural setting.

Str 12, Dex 14, Con 14, Int 12, Wis 14, Cha 12
HP: 10
SA: 60
EVA: 12
Movement: 30ft
Hit Chance: +3
Damage: 9mm Pistol: (1d10+0) P, Baton/Club: (1d6+1) B
Resistances/Vulnerabilities: DR 2 vs S/P
Abilities: Proficiency/Focus Pistols, Proficiency 1-Handed Melee, Rapid Shot, Relentless 1
Skills: Knowledge: Local +7, Sense Motive +7, Spot +5, Listen +4, Persuasion +4
Languages: Standard, 50/50 chance of knowing Leacher

Cultist

Category 1
Keywords: Human, Uncommon, Medium, Fanatic, Cheat
Description: Cultists cover a wide catalogue of beliefs and ranking systems. Some go out into
the forests to burn effigies and partake in carnal acts. Others are known to commit murder
and ritual sacrifice. Many cultists can be reasoned with, but not all.
Motive: to please their patrons, follow orders, and kill trespassers and non-believers
Environment: Cultists can be found in every environment where humans live.

Str 8, Dex 12, Con 10, Int 10, Wis 12, Cha 10
HP: 6
SA: 50
EVA: 11
Movement: 30ft
Hit Chance: +1
Damage: Knife: (1d6+1) S
Resistances/Vulnerabilities: N/A
Abilities: 2 Spells or Rituals (up to Tier 2) from any single magic domain.
Skills: Occult +4, Listen +2, Spot +2
Languages: Standard and one additional
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Spirit Guardian

Category 2
Keywords: Natural/Spirit/Phasing, Rare, Large, Non-Aggressive, Mixed
Description: Spirit Guardians look nearly identical to small, thin, green trees whose roots
probe down the sides of stumps or boulders. They can be identified by the three eyes that are
oriented vertically, half-way up the Spirit Guardian’s trunk. When cut, the eyes present as
subdermal bubbles of dark amber sap. Closed, these eyes are almost imperceptible but when
opened they look like flaming amber. One might think that Spirit Guardians are immobile,
but this could not be further from the truth as they can move shockingly fast with their roots
acting like tentacles. The trunk is nearly bare of branches but at the top of its “head” the
Spirit Guardian has a dozen branches with full, green, dentale leaves. It has been said that
once the Spirit Guardian opens its eyes these leaves seemingly collect light.
Motive: Protect its territory, guard Places of Power, guard areas of unknown importance.
Environment: Spirit Guardians can be found in almost any natural setting.

Str 14, Dex 8, Con 30, Int 10, Wis 17, Cha 10
HP: 30
SA: 85
EVA: 8
Movement: 25ft
Hit Chance: -1
Damage: Root Swipe: (1d6 + 2) B
Resistances: DR 2 vs S/P/B. Immune to Bleed and Poison. Immune to Fatigue.
Vulnerabilities: Vulnerable to Fire.
Abilities: The Weight of the World (Spirit spell, any alignment), Ravenous Swarm (Spirit
spell, any alignment) [See Spirit Magic for details].

Reaching Roots: Roots sprout up from the ground, grappling all foes within 30ft (DC
13 Dex save)
Dragon Fire: The Spirit Guardian concentrates light in its leaves for one round before
shooting a 10ft by 40ft beam dealing 3d10 Fire damage (DC 15 Dex saving throw to
halve) and setting the blind status to all those who can see the attack (DC 15 Wis
saving throw).

Skills: Disguise +25 (to look like a tree), Spot +25
Languages: Spirit
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Lesser Wraithful Beast

Category 2
Keywords: Demon, Large, Uncommon, Aggressive, Cheat/Brawler
Description: Mindless beasts summoned from the Plains of Hell to do the bidding of a master.
More akin to rabid animals than other Demons, Wrathful Beasts will attack anything
within their line of sight. They are easily redirected to attack things that cause them
physical pain or crate loud noises. Typically, they exhibit traits that are similar to animals,
but their bodies don’t follow any natural laws of symmetry or form. They will usually have
multiple heads or limbs asymmetrically dispersed throughout their body. Even though in
most cases their bodies do not look optimized for locomotion, Wraithful Beasts’ awkward gait
can reach speeds typical of normal creatures.
Motive: to destroy everything far and near
Environment: “Hell”, and any other they have been summoned into.

Str 26, Dex 8, Con 20, Int 4, Wis 3, Cha 3
HP: 55
SA: 15
EVA: 7
Movement: 30ft, climb speed 30ft
Hit Chance: +8 melee, -2 ranged
Damage: Frenzied Assault: (1d8+8) S/B/P, Throwing Stone: (1d10+0) B
Resistances: DR 1 S/P/B/Fire. Immune to Necromancy.
Vulnerabilities: Gold
Abilities: Always considered Frenzied (will not attack Demons unless only target), Reckless
(x3), Hellish, Fiendish, Seeing Red. [See Abilities for details].
Skills: Spot + 2
Languages: N/A
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Ful’si
Category 2

Keywords: Eldritch, Rare, Large, Non-Aggressive, Ambusher.
Description: 20ft long with a wingspan of 25ft, the Ful’si is a large and powerful creature. Its
head forms a diamond shape ending in a pointed mouth that opens in four different
segments. The creature has two sets of arms, one larger and one smaller, with forearms
ending in three clawed hands. It uses the front two arms for movement and burrowing,
while the secondary arms are used to entrap prey. Ful’si have a thick, rubbery hide that
ranges from a white-pink to dull grey. These creatures dig a system of tunnels that they use
to navigate the world during the day. Their network of tunnels can span anywhere
between 1 to 20 square miles, with the deepest depth ever recorded as 1 mile. Conclaves of
Ful’si, generally never growing above a dozen, are responsible for the vast tunnel networks
documented. At night they actively hunt humans and other large game. They prefer to dig
pits to trap their prey instead of a direct conflict and are known to scavenge the recently
dead just as often as they hunt.
Motive: To maintain territory and feed upon flesh,
Environment: Any warm underground environment, generally near cemeteries, or other
semi-secluded areas where scavenging is a possibility.

Str 25, Dex 16, Con 18, Int 6, Wis 12, Cha 5
HP: 34
SA: 60
EVA: 11
Movement: 40ft, burrowing 20ft
Hit Chance: +6
Damage: Primary Claws: (1d10+6) S, Secondary Claws: (1d4+3) S/P/B
Resistances: DR 1 S/B and DR 1 Electric/Cold/Psychic. Immune to Sanity Damage.
Vulnerabilities: Black Icur Shards
Abilities: Relentless (x2), Improved Grapple, Bone Break, Body Shield [See Abilities for
details].
Skills: Athletics +7, Stealth +6, Endurance +5, Craft: Trap +4
Languages: N/A
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